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Abstract
We have computed the simplest five point function in N = 4 SYM at two loops using
the hexagonalization approach to correlation functions. Along the way we have determined
all two-particle mirror contributions at two loops and we have computed all the integrals
involved in the final result. As a test of our results we computed a few four-point functions
and they agree with the perturbative results computed previously. We have also obtained l
loop results for some parts of the two-particle contributions with l arbitrary. We also derive
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1 Introduction
Correlation functions of local operators are one of the most interesting physical observables
that can be considered in a conformal field theory. Corrrelators of half-BPS operators in
N = 4 SYM have seen in the last two decades an abundance of new results for weak [1–9],
strong [10–21] and in some cases finite coupling regime [22–29]. However, the results for more
than four operators are scarce and in most cases limited to one loop computation which due
to the nature of interactions of N = 4 SYM does not explore the full complexity of the
problem. Two exceptions are the two-loop computations of five and six point correlators of
length two half-BPS operators of [30, 31] and the recent supergravity computation of a five
point function [32].
One of the reasons for the lack of results is that the complexity of the computations grows
both with the number of operators and number of loops. One promising and alternative
method to compute higher point correlation functions is the integrability based approach
called hexagonalization [33–39]. The main idea of the method is to cut the correlators into
more fundamental objects, the hexagon form-factors, and then glue them back by inserting
weighted complete sets of mirror particles states. Notice that both the hexagons and the
others building blocks in this formalism are known at finite g where g is the coupling constant.
The gluing process is the hard part of this approach and at the moment there is no efficient
way of evaluating these corrections for a generic situation. Moreover in some cases there
are divergences that require a still not fully understood regularization prescription [40].
However, it has been recently shown [22–25] that by considering both very large operators
in a particular polarization the glue back process simplifies and in the case of four operators
the gluing process can be performed at finite coupling. This observable was dubbed the
simplest four point function in N = 4 SYM and in the integrability language it corresponds
to an octagon square where by definition an octagon is the object obtained by gluing one
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length zero mirror edge of two hexagon form-factors with all the other edges having huge
bridge lengths. Giving the great success of the octagon, in this work we consider the next
object in complexity which we call the simplest five point function or the decagon square.
The gluing back process for the simplest five point function is considerably harder than the
four point analogue. In this case, one has to glue two adjacent mirror edges and the mirror
particles in the different edges have a non trivial interaction. This implies that a new kind
of integrability contribution shows up: the two-particle in different edges contribution. This
contribution was analysed for the first time at one-loop in [36] and its computation involves
the mirror bound-state S-matrix which is a very complicated object. Due to the complexity
of the decagon, we will present the two-loop computation of it in this work. Nevertheless,
along the way we have computed some components of the two-particle contributions at l loop
for arbitrary l and the full results will appear elsewhere. Recall that the simplest four-point
function can be bootstrapped as it satisfies some all loop identities [23]. One of the goals
of our two-loop computation is also to take the first steps in a possible analytical bootstrap
approach to the decagon. The simplest five point result is given in terms of four different
types of Feynman integrals with two of them being the well known one and two-loop ladder
functions and the other two are a generalization of the ladder and pentaladder integral both
involving the five external points. The new integrals are defined in (26) and (27).
As mentioned above, the simplest four-point function involves very long operators and
it is special polarized. One very interesting open problem is to study deformation of it,
i.e. taking one of the bridges to have finite length. This problem also involves computing
multi-particle integrability contributions and it is hard in general. In this work, we have
computed some l-loop four-point functions using integrability by reducing our results from
five to four-points by identifying a pair of operators. Up to five-loops the results are not new
and they have been computed in [8,9] by different techniques. In all cases where comparison
is possible, we have got agreement with the literature and this is a strong check of our
integrability calculations. Our approach for computing the integrability contributions was
to generate power series and then fit the result against a basis of integrals taking into account
the symmetries of the objects being computed. One drawback of this method is that it is not
possible to study four-point functions directly because in order to generate the power series
one has to resum parts of the integrand. Specifically, a four-point series does not truncate
unless one performs a summation over one of the bound state indices in the integrability
integrand. So, in this work, we have computed the integrability contributions for five points
and then reduced the result to four by identifying a pair of points. This can be improved
by a deeper understanding of the integrability integrand and by performing some analytical
integrations, see [41, 42] for interesting progress in this direction.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 has a brief review of the hexagonalization
formalism and the multi-particle integrability contributions. In addition, the new two-loop
expressions are presented and their derivation explained. Our main result is in section 3
where we compute the simplest five point function at two-loops and a set of four-point
functions. The section 4 has our conclusions and a list of possible continuations of this work.
In the Appendices, we have a list of the necessary building blocks and we also both explain
how to compute the relevant Feynman integrals and derive differential equations for them.
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2 Integrability
In this section, we briefly review the hexagonalization procedure and its properties such as
the flipping invariance and the coupling dependence of several multi-particle configurations.
We also explain how the two-particle contributions at two-loop are computed and we give
their results.
2.1 Review of hexagonalization
The hexagon form-factors H were firstly introduced in [33] as an integrability based solution
to the three-point function problem in N = 4 SYM. The structure constants are written in
this formalism as a product of two hexagon form-factors and sums over both partitions of the
physical external states and complete sets of mirror particles living in the so called mirror
edges, we refer the reader to [33] for details and explicitly expressions. The sum over mirror
particles is equivalent to the insertion of a resolution of the identity and it is responsible
for gluing the hexagons back to recover the original object. The three-point function is an
example of a more general procedure called hexagonalization where the hexagons are glued
together to compute planar higher-point functions [34,35] and non-planar quantities [37–39].
In this work, only the sphere topology will be considered, i.e. only planar correlators are
going to be computed. In addition, all the external operators are going to be half-BPS
operators and consequently there will be no physical rapidities. This means that only the
mirror edges of the hexagon form-factors will have particles, see figure 1. Recall that a
half-BPS operator OL(x) is completely characterized by a null vector yI , its position xµ and
its length L and it is given by
OL(x) = Tr ((y · Φ(x))L) , (1)
where ΦI(x) are the six scalars of N = 4 SYM.
The general procedure to compute a planar correlator using hexagonalization is to first
list all tree-level graphs obtained by Wick contracting the operators and keeping only the
connected planar ones and the disconnected ones that can be embedded in a sphere. The
propagators connecting the operators i and j are denoted by dij = yij/x
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ij and the number
of equivalent ones (homotopically equivalent) connecting the operators are called the bridge
lengths lij. Representing the equivalent propagators as a single line and drawing them using
a double line notation, one verifies that the propagators divide the sphere into faces. If
the faces do not have an hexagonal shape (three physical and three mirror edges), one can
add additional lines (mirror lines) with zero bridge lengths connecting the operators in such
way that all the surface is cut into hexagons. In general, there are several ways of adding
these extra lines but the final loop corrected result must not change; this is a consistency
condition of the formalism and it is called flip invariance. The loop corrections for each
graph is obtained by promoting each hexagon to an hexagon form-factor and by inserting a
resolution of the identity in all mirror edges which means exciting mirror particles in those
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edges. Schematically, one has
















where S refers to stratification and it is explained at length in [39]. It is a procedure to
properly take into account the graphs leaving in the boundary of the moduli space of the
surfaces, for example the disconnected graphs for computing the planar correlators. These
graphs can start to contribute at two-loop as the one-loop contribution was already proven
to be zero in general in [39]. The basic idea is that the effective genus of a graph can
increase once virtual corrections are taken into account, this is similar to what happens in
usual perturbation theory. The disconnected graphs are harder to compute as they involve
more zero length bridges, fortunately they do not play any role in this work because we only
compute special polarized five- and four-point functions and they not show up.
In equation (2) all the elements appearing on the right hand side are known for any value
of the coupling constant g. The Hψij ,ψjk,ψki are the hexagon form-factors and the ψij are
the set of mirror particles leaving in the three mirror edges. Integration over the mirror
particles rapidities is assumed. The Wi,j,k denotes the normalized weight factor depending
on the flavour of the mirror-particles and on both the space-time and R-charge cross-ratios.
Its explicitly expression will be given later.
To get the finite g result of a correlator using hexagonalization is challenging as one has to
resum all the possible mirror particle configurations. As mentioned in the introduction this
can be done only for very special correlators at the moment. Nevertheless, for a fixed order in
g only a finite set of mirror particle configurations contribute because it costs factors of g to
excite new particles. To estimate the order in g that a configuration of mirror particles kick
in, one can use the rule described in the figure 1. In this work, we are going to compute special
polarized four- and five-point functions mostly at two-loops. In this case, only the one- and
two-particle contributions showed in the figure 2 where the bridges lengths can be zero or one
are going to be relevant. It is easy to verify, for example, that a contribution of two-particles
in the same mirror-edge kicks in at four loops or that a three-particle contribution with two
in the same edge and the other one in an adjacent edge kicks in at three-loops, see table 1
for a more complete list.
The one-particle contribution at any loop and for any bridge length can be computed
using the integrand given in equation (51) of [34]. The two-particle contribution at one-loop
was firstly analysed in [36] and its result at two-loop is computed in this paper. The relevant































There are a similar set of R-charge cross-ratios where the x2ij are replaced by yij and they will
be denoted by {α1, α¯1} and {α2, α¯2}. In what follows, we will always work with a restricted
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<latexit sha1_base64="S+nbuI06qfiWuQiIxr4i+z jAcOQ=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSFfRY9OKxgq2FJoTNdtIu3Wzi7kYopX/DiwdFvPpnvPlv 3LY5aOsLCw/vzDCzb5QJro3rfjulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3r7p/0NZprhi2WCpS1YmoRsEltgw3AjuZQppEAh+i4c2 0/vCESvNU3ptRhkFC+5LHnFFjLV+G58Tv4yORoRdWa27dnYksg1dADQo1w+qX30tZnqA0TFCtu56bmWBMleFM4KT i5xozyoa0j12Lkiaog/Hs5gk5sU6PxKmyTxoyc39PjGmi9SiJbGdCzUAv1qbmf7VubuKrYMxllhuUbL4ozgUxKZ kGQHpcITNiZIEyxe2thA2ooszYmCo2BG/xy8vQPqt7lu8uao3rIo4yHMExnIIHl9CAW2hCCxhk8Ayv8Obkzovz7n zMW0tOMXMIf+R8/gCuW5DJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S+nbuI06qfiWuQiIxr4i+z jAcOQ=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSFfRY9OKxgq2FJoTNdtIu3Wzi7kYopX/DiwdFvPpnvPlv 3LY5aOsLCw/vzDCzb5QJro3rfjulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3r7p/0NZprhi2WCpS1YmoRsEltgw3AjuZQppEAh+i4c2 0/vCESvNU3ptRhkFC+5LHnFFjLV+G58Tv4yORoRdWa27dnYksg1dADQo1w+qX30tZnqA0TFCtu56bmWBMleFM4KT i5xozyoa0j12Lkiaog/Hs5gk5sU6PxKmyTxoyc39PjGmi9SiJbGdCzUAv1qbmf7VubuKrYMxllhuUbL4ozgUxKZ kGQHpcITNiZIEyxe2thA2ooszYmCo2BG/xy8vQPqt7lu8uao3rIo4yHMExnIIHl9CAW2hCCxhk8Ayv8Obkzovz7n zMW0tOMXMIf+R8/gCuW5DJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S+nbuI06qfiWuQiIxr4i+z jAcOQ=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSFfRY9OKxgq2FJoTNdtIu3Wzi7kYopX/DiwdFvPpnvPlv 3LY5aOsLCw/vzDCzb5QJro3rfjulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3r7p/0NZprhi2WCpS1YmoRsEltgw3AjuZQppEAh+i4c2 0/vCESvNU3ptRhkFC+5LHnFFjLV+G58Tv4yORoRdWa27dnYksg1dADQo1w+qX30tZnqA0TFCtu56bmWBMleFM4KT i5xozyoa0j12Lkiaog/Hs5gk5sU6PxKmyTxoyc39PjGmi9SiJbGdCzUAv1qbmf7VubuKrYMxllhuUbL4ozgUxKZ kGQHpcITNiZIEyxe2thA2ooszYmCo2BG/xy8vQPqt7lu8uao3rIo4yHMExnIIHl9CAW2hCCxhk8Ayv8Obkzovz7n zMW0tOMXMIf+R8/gCuW5DJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S+nbuI06qfiWuQiIxr4i+z jAcOQ=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSFfRY9OKxgq2FJoTNdtIu3Wzi7kYopX/DiwdFvPpnvPlv 3LY5aOsLCw/vzDCzb5QJro3rfjulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3r7p/0NZprhi2WCpS1YmoRsEltgw3AjuZQppEAh+i4c2 0/vCESvNU3ptRhkFC+5LHnFFjLV+G58Tv4yORoRdWa27dnYksg1dADQo1w+qX30tZnqA0TFCtu56bmWBMleFM4KT i5xozyoa0j12Lkiaog/Hs5gk5sU6PxKmyTxoyc39PjGmi9SiJbGdCzUAv1qbmf7VubuKrYMxllhuUbL4ozgUxKZ kGQHpcITNiZIEyxe2thA2ooszYmCo2BG/xy8vQPqt7lu8uao3rIo4yHMExnIIHl9CAW2hCCxhk8Ayv8Obkzovz7n zMW0tOMXMIf+R8/gCuW5DJ</latexit>
n3   n2
<latexit sha1_base64="4eC+89rGDpzk9XcSGiJg9PP hzDc=">AAAB83icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm8EiuCpJFXRZdOOygr1AG8JketIOnUzizEQooa/hxoUibn0Zd76N0 8tCW38Y+PjPOZwzf5gKro3rfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41NJJphg2WSIS1QmpRsElNg03AjupQhqHAtvh6HZab z+h0jyRD2acoh/TgeQRZ9RYqyeDC9Ib4CORQS0oV9yqOxNZBW8BFVioEZS/ev2EZTFKwwTVuuu5qfFzqgxnAielX qYxpWxEB9i1KGmM2s9nN0/ImXX6JEqUfdKQmft7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO9XJua/9W6mYmu/ZzLNDMo2XxRlAliEjINgP S5QmbE2AJlittbCRtSRZmxMZVsCN7yl1ehVat6lu8vK/WbRRxFOIFTOAcPrqAOd9CAJjBI4Rle4c3JnBfn3fmYtx acxcwx/JHz+QOv35DK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4eC+89rGDpzk9XcSGiJg9PP hzDc=">AAAB83icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm8EiuCpJFXRZdOOygr1AG8JketIOnUzizEQooa/hxoUibn0Zd76N0 8tCW38Y+PjPOZwzf5gKro3rfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41NJJphg2WSIS1QmpRsElNg03AjupQhqHAtvh6HZab z+h0jyRD2acoh/TgeQRZ9RYqyeDC9Ib4CORQS0oV9yqOxNZBW8BFVioEZS/ev2EZTFKwwTVuuu5qfFzqgxnAielX qYxpWxEB9i1KGmM2s9nN0/ImXX6JEqUfdKQmft7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO9XJua/9W6mYmu/ZzLNDMo2XxRlAliEjINgP S5QmbE2AJlittbCRtSRZmxMZVsCN7yl1ehVat6lu8vK/WbRRxFOIFTOAcPrqAOd9CAJjBI4Rle4c3JnBfn3fmYtx acxcwx/JHz+QOv35DK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4eC+89rGDpzk9XcSGiJg9PP hzDc=">AAAB83icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm8EiuCpJFXRZdOOygr1AG8JketIOnUzizEQooa/hxoUibn0Zd76N0 8tCW38Y+PjPOZwzf5gKro3rfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41NJJphg2WSIS1QmpRsElNg03AjupQhqHAtvh6HZab z+h0jyRD2acoh/TgeQRZ9RYqyeDC9Ib4CORQS0oV9yqOxNZBW8BFVioEZS/ev2EZTFKwwTVuuu5qfFzqgxnAielX qYxpWxEB9i1KGmM2s9nN0/ImXX6JEqUfdKQmft7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO9XJua/9W6mYmu/ZzLNDMo2XxRlAliEjINgP S5QmbE2AJlittbCRtSRZmxMZVsCN7yl1ehVat6lu8vK/WbRRxFOIFTOAcPrqAOd9CAJjBI4Rle4c3JnBfn3fmYtx acxcwx/JHz+QOv35DK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4eC+89rGDpzk9XcSGiJg9PP hzDc=">AAAB83icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm8EiuCpJFXRZdOOygr1AG8JketIOnUzizEQooa/hxoUibn0Zd76N0 8tCW38Y+PjPOZwzf5gKro3rfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41NJJphg2WSIS1QmpRsElNg03AjupQhqHAtvh6HZab z+h0jyRD2acoh/TgeQRZ9RYqyeDC9Ib4CORQS0oV9yqOxNZBW8BFVioEZS/ev2EZTFKwwTVuuu5qfFzqgxnAielX qYxpWxEB9i1KGmM2s9nN0/ImXX6JEqUfdKQmft7Iqex1uM4tJ0xNUO9XJua/9W6mYmu/ZzLNDMo2XxRlAliEjINgP S5QmbE2AJlittbCRtSRZmxMZVsCN7yl1ehVat6lu8vK/WbRRxFOIFTOAcPrqAOd9CAJjBI4Rle4c3JnBfn3fmYtx acxcwx/JHz+QOv35DK</latexit>
⇠<latexit sha1_base64="jbtk28xWnHukyAKIZxVFGJCZfHA=">AAAB63icbZBNSwM xEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHCrYW2qVk02wbmmSXZFYoS/+CFw+KePUPefPfmLZ70NYXAg/vzJCZN0qlsOj7315pbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4etW2SGcZbLJGJ6UTUcik 0b6FAyTup4VRFkj9G49tZ/fGJGysS/YCTlIeKDrWIBaM4s3pWqH615tf9ucgqBAXUoFCzX/3qDRKWKa6RSWptN/BTDHNqUDDJp5VeZnlK2ZgOedehporbMJ/vOiVnzhmQODH uaSRz9/dETpW1ExW5TkVxZJdrM/O/WjfD+DrMhU4z5JotPoozSTAhs8PJQBjOUE4cUGaE25WwETWUoYun4kIIlk9ehfZFPXB8f1lr3BRxlOEETuEcAriCBtxBE1rAYATP8Apv nvJevHfvY9Fa8oqZY/gj7/MHH7GORw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jbtk28xWnHukyAKIZxVFGJCZfHA=">AAAB63icbZBNSwM xEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHCrYW2qVk02wbmmSXZFYoS/+CFw+KePUPefPfmLZ70NYXAg/vzJCZN0qlsOj7315pbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4etW2SGcZbLJGJ6UTUcik 0b6FAyTup4VRFkj9G49tZ/fGJGysS/YCTlIeKDrWIBaM4s3pWqH615tf9ucgqBAXUoFCzX/3qDRKWKa6RSWptN/BTDHNqUDDJp5VeZnlK2ZgOedehporbMJ/vOiVnzhmQODH uaSRz9/dETpW1ExW5TkVxZJdrM/O/WjfD+DrMhU4z5JotPoozSTAhs8PJQBjOUE4cUGaE25WwETWUoYun4kIIlk9ehfZFPXB8f1lr3BRxlOEETuEcAriCBtxBE1rAYATP8Apv nvJevHfvY9Fa8oqZY/gj7/MHH7GORw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jbtk28xWnHukyAKIZxVFGJCZfHA=">AAAB63icbZBNSwM xEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHCrYW2qVk02wbmmSXZFYoS/+CFw+KePUPefPfmLZ70NYXAg/vzJCZN0qlsOj7315pbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4etW2SGcZbLJGJ6UTUcik 0b6FAyTup4VRFkj9G49tZ/fGJGysS/YCTlIeKDrWIBaM4s3pWqH615tf9ucgqBAXUoFCzX/3qDRKWKa6RSWptN/BTDHNqUDDJp5VeZnlK2ZgOedehporbMJ/vOiVnzhmQODH uaSRz9/dETpW1ExW5TkVxZJdrM/O/WjfD+DrMhU4z5JotPoozSTAhs8PJQBjOUE4cUGaE25WwETWUoYun4kIIlk9ehfZFPXB8f1lr3BRxlOEETuEcAriCBtxBE1rAYATP8Apv nvJevHfvY9Fa8oqZY/gj7/MHH7GORw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jbtk28xWnHukyAKIZxVFGJCZfHA=">AAAB63icbZBNSwM xEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHCrYW2qVk02wbmmSXZFYoS/+CFw+KePUPefPfmLZ70NYXAg/vzJCZN0qlsOj7315pbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4etW2SGcZbLJGJ6UTUcik 0b6FAyTup4VRFkj9G49tZ/fGJGysS/YCTlIeKDrWIBaM4s3pWqH615tf9ucgqBAXUoFCzX/3qDRKWKa6RSWptN/BTDHNqUDDJp5VeZnlK2ZgOedehporbMJ/vOiVnzhmQODH uaSRz9/dETpW1ExW5TkVxZJdrM/O/WjfD+DrMhU4z5JotPoozSTAhs8PJQBjOUE4cUGaE25WwETWUoYun4kIIlk9ehfZFPXB8f1lr3BRxlOEETuEcAriCBtxBE1rAYATP8Apv nvJevHfvY9Fa8oqZY/gj7/MHH7GORw==</latexit> gn1l1+n2l2+n3l3
<latexit sha1_base64="7Ec2XgrpZSgikhmXbBALAT67dgM=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Slm8EiCEJJWkGXRTcu K9gLtDVMppN26GQSZiZCCd268VXcuFDErW/gzrdxmmahrT8c+PjPOcyc3485U9pxvq3Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7Z+8ftFSUSEKbJOKR7PhYUc4EbWqmOe3EkuLQ57Ttj69n/fYDlYpF4k5PYtoP8VCwgBGsjeXZaHifCs9F3NQZEl7VUDWjmqHaFHl22ak4md AyuDmUIVfDs796g4gkIRWacKxU13Vi3U+x1IxwOi31EkVjTMZ4SLsGBQ6p6qfZJVN0YpwBCiJpSmiUub83UhwqNQl9MxliPVKLvZn5X6+b6OCynzIRJ5oKMn8oSDjSEZrFggZMUqL5xAAmkpm/IjLCEhNtwiuZENzFk5ehVa24hm/Py/WrPI4iHMExnIIL F1CHG2hAEwg8wjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHfLRg5TuH8EfW5w9nu5by</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7Ec2XgrpZSgikhmXbBALAT67dgM=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Slm8EiCEJJWkGXRTcu K9gLtDVMppN26GQSZiZCCd268VXcuFDErW/gzrdxmmahrT8c+PjPOcyc3485U9pxvq3Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7Z+8ftFSUSEKbJOKR7PhYUc4EbWqmOe3EkuLQ57Ttj69n/fYDlYpF4k5PYtoP8VCwgBGsjeXZaHifCs9F3NQZEl7VUDWjmqHaFHl22ak4md AyuDmUIVfDs796g4gkIRWacKxU13Vi3U+x1IxwOi31EkVjTMZ4SLsGBQ6p6qfZJVN0YpwBCiJpSmiUub83UhwqNQl9MxliPVKLvZn5X6+b6OCynzIRJ5oKMn8oSDjSEZrFggZMUqL5xAAmkpm/IjLCEhNtwiuZENzFk5ehVa24hm/Py/WrPI4iHMExnIIL F1CHG2hAEwg8wjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHfLRg5TuH8EfW5w9nu5by</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7Ec2XgrpZSgikhmXbBALAT67dgM=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Slm8EiCEJJWkGXRTcu K9gLtDVMppN26GQSZiZCCd268VXcuFDErW/gzrdxmmahrT8c+PjPOcyc3485U9pxvq3Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7Z+8ftFSUSEKbJOKR7PhYUc4EbWqmOe3EkuLQ57Ttj69n/fYDlYpF4k5PYtoP8VCwgBGsjeXZaHifCs9F3NQZEl7VUDWjmqHaFHl22ak4md AyuDmUIVfDs796g4gkIRWacKxU13Vi3U+x1IxwOi31EkVjTMZ4SLsGBQ6p6qfZJVN0YpwBCiJpSmiUub83UhwqNQl9MxliPVKLvZn5X6+b6OCynzIRJ5oKMn8oSDjSEZrFggZMUqL5xAAmkpm/IjLCEhNtwiuZENzFk5ehVa24hm/Py/WrPI4iHMExnIIL F1CHG2hAEwg8wjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHfLRg5TuH8EfW5w9nu5by</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7Ec2XgrpZSgikhmXbBALAT67dgM=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Slm8EiCEJJWkGXRTcu K9gLtDVMppN26GQSZiZCCd268VXcuFDErW/gzrdxmmahrT8c+PjPOcyc3485U9pxvq3Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7Z+8ftFSUSEKbJOKR7PhYUc4EbWqmOe3EkuLQ57Ttj69n/fYDlYpF4k5PYtoP8VCwgBGsjeXZaHifCs9F3NQZEl7VUDWjmqHaFHl22ak4md AyuDmUIVfDs796g4gkIRWacKxU13Vi3U+x1IxwOi31EkVjTMZ4SLsGBQ6p6qfZJVN0YpwBCiJpSmiUub83UhwqNQl9MxliPVKLvZn5X6+b6OCynzIRJ5oKMn8oSDjSEZrFggZMUqL5xAAmkpm/IjLCEhNtwiuZENzFk5ehVa24hm/Py/WrPI4iHMExnIIL F1CHG2hAEwg8wjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHfLRg5TuH8EfW5w9nu5by</latexit>
n3 > n2 + n1 g
(n3 n2 n1)2
P
i ni = odd g
even g0
<latexit sha1_base64="Q25mYYG8FY6PxH332nNk3phP4lo=">AAACdXicbVFNT9wwEHVCKTSlZYELEqrksimiqoBkQYILCMGlR5C6g LRZIseZXSwcJ7IdpFWUf8Cv48bf6IUrk90VaoGxx3p+88YfM0khhbFB8Oi4Mx9mP87Nf/I+L3z5uthaWr4weak5dHkuc32VMANSKOhaYSVcFRpYlki4TG5Pm/jlHWgjcvXHjgroZ2yoxEBwZpGKW/delMBQqMqypJRM1xXnvPZ8Fe/SI6riDv2Fa+jTDRz+8LraxMgW8ujhz+tO7 dMo8nD6kSmzuBI1yoVPD1Gep+k4qZE0Koo7uAM1OSnwvQhU+nIx9by41Q62g7HRtyCcgjaZ2lnceojSnJcZKMslM6YXBoXtV0xbwSXUXlQaKBi/ZUPoIVQsA9OvxlWr6Q9kUjrINbqydMz+m1GxzJhRlqAyY/bGvI415HuxXmkHB/1KqKK0oPjkokEpqc1p0wKaCg3cyhECxrXAt 1J+wzTjFhvVFCF8/eW34KKzHSI+32sfn0zLMU/WyDrZJCHZJ8fkNzkjXcLJX2fV+e6sO0/uN9d3NyZS15nmrJD/zN15Bgpes8E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q25mYYG8FY6PxH332nNk3phP4lo=">AAACdXicbVFNT9wwEHVCKTSlZYELEqrksimiqoBkQYILCMGlR5C6g LRZIseZXSwcJ7IdpFWUf8Cv48bf6IUrk90VaoGxx3p+88YfM0khhbFB8Oi4Mx9mP87Nf/I+L3z5uthaWr4weak5dHkuc32VMANSKOhaYSVcFRpYlki4TG5Pm/jlHWgjcvXHjgroZ2yoxEBwZpGKW/delMBQqMqypJRM1xXnvPZ8Fe/SI6riDv2Fa+jTDRz+8LraxMgW8ujhz+tO7 dMo8nD6kSmzuBI1yoVPD1Gep+k4qZE0Koo7uAM1OSnwvQhU+nIx9by41Q62g7HRtyCcgjaZ2lnceojSnJcZKMslM6YXBoXtV0xbwSXUXlQaKBi/ZUPoIVQsA9OvxlWr6Q9kUjrINbqydMz+m1GxzJhRlqAyY/bGvI415HuxXmkHB/1KqKK0oPjkokEpqc1p0wKaCg3cyhECxrXAt 1J+wzTjFhvVFCF8/eW34KKzHSI+32sfn0zLMU/WyDrZJCHZJ8fkNzkjXcLJX2fV+e6sO0/uN9d3NyZS15nmrJD/zN15Bgpes8E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q25mYYG8FY6PxH332nNk3phP4lo=">AAACdXicbVFNT9wwEHVCKTSlZYELEqrksimiqoBkQYILCMGlR5C6g LRZIseZXSwcJ7IdpFWUf8Cv48bf6IUrk90VaoGxx3p+88YfM0khhbFB8Oi4Mx9mP87Nf/I+L3z5uthaWr4weak5dHkuc32VMANSKOhaYSVcFRpYlki4TG5Pm/jlHWgjcvXHjgroZ2yoxEBwZpGKW/delMBQqMqypJRM1xXnvPZ8Fe/SI6riDv2Fa+jTDRz+8LraxMgW8ujhz+tO7 dMo8nD6kSmzuBI1yoVPD1Gep+k4qZE0Koo7uAM1OSnwvQhU+nIx9by41Q62g7HRtyCcgjaZ2lnceojSnJcZKMslM6YXBoXtV0xbwSXUXlQaKBi/ZUPoIVQsA9OvxlWr6Q9kUjrINbqydMz+m1GxzJhRlqAyY/bGvI415HuxXmkHB/1KqKK0oPjkokEpqc1p0wKaCg3cyhECxrXAt 1J+wzTjFhvVFCF8/eW34KKzHSI+32sfn0zLMU/WyDrZJCHZJ8fkNzkjXcLJX2fV+e6sO0/uN9d3NyZS15nmrJD/zN15Bgpes8E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q25mYYG8FY6PxH332nNk3phP4lo=">AAACdXicbVFNT9wwEHVCKTSlZYELEqrksimiqoBkQYILCMGlR5C6g LRZIseZXSwcJ7IdpFWUf8Cv48bf6IUrk90VaoGxx3p+88YfM0khhbFB8Oi4Mx9mP87Nf/I+L3z5uthaWr4weak5dHkuc32VMANSKOhaYSVcFRpYlki4TG5Pm/jlHWgjcvXHjgroZ2yoxEBwZpGKW/delMBQqMqypJRM1xXnvPZ8Fe/SI6riDv2Fa+jTDRz+8LraxMgW8ujhz+tO7 dMo8nD6kSmzuBI1yoVPD1Gep+k4qZE0Koo7uAM1OSnwvQhU+nIx9by41Q62g7HRtyCcgjaZ2lnceojSnJcZKMslM6YXBoXtV0xbwSXUXlQaKBi/ZUPoIVQsA9OvxlWr6Q9kUjrINbqydMz+m1GxzJhRlqAyY/bGvI415HuxXmkHB/1KqKK0oPjkokEpqc1p0wKaCg3cyhECxrXAt 1J+wzTjFhvVFCF8/eW34KKzHSI+32sfn0zLMU/WyDrZJCHZJ8fkNzkjXcLJX2fV+e6sO0/uN9d3NyZS15nmrJD/zN15Bgpes8E=</latexit>
⇥
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Figure 1: This figure firstly appeared in [39] and it is also discussed in [43]. The solid
lines correspond to physical edges of the hexagon form-factor and the dashed lines to mirror
edges. The rule appearing in the figure enables one to estimative at each order in the coupling
constant g a configuration of mirror particles involving various hexagon form-factors kicks
in. One only has to multiply the g factor obtained as in the figure for all the hexagons of a
graph. Each excitation showed in the figure is properly normalized, i.e. it carries a square-
root of the measure not explicitly indicated. The rule in the figure can be derived by using
the decoupling property of the hexagon form-factors and the g dependence of its dynamical
part, see [33]. The numbers ni’s indicate the number of mirror particles (elementary or
bound-states) in each mirror edge. The n3 is selected among the others by the constraints
n3 ≥ n1 and n3 ≥ n2. The li indicates the bridge lengths of each mirror edge.
kinematics, i.e. we are going to consider that all the space-time points and polarizations are
restricted to a given plane. The reason for this restriction is that the integrability calculation
is easier in this case as the general weight factor for gluing the hexagons when the operators
are out of the plane is more complicated. In this restricted kinematics the fifth cross-ratio








(1− z1 + z1z2)(1− z¯1 + z¯1z¯2)
z1z¯1z2z¯2
, (4)
and similarly for the fifth R-charge cross-ratio.
In this final part of the subsection, we are going for the convenience of the reader to
compile some of the results known in the literature [34, 36] about the mirror particle con-
tributions that are going to be used later. The new results at two-loop are going to be
presented with further explanations in the next subsection. In our conventions, the mirror
particles contributions are going to be denoted by
M(L)n,{l1}(z1) , and M
(L)
n,{l1,l2}(z1, z2) , (5)
and the arguments are read anti-clockwise with respect to its graphic representation, see
figure 2. In (5), L denotes the loop order, n is the number of particles involved and {l1, l2}
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Figure 2: The one- and two-particle length zero contributions. The blue squares denote the
mirror particles and the cross-ratios z1 and z2 are defined in (3). The bridges connecting the
operators (solid lines) have non-zero bridge-lengths. At two-loops, there are two relevant
types of one-particle contributions, one if the bridge length is zero as shown in the figure
and the other if the brigde has length one. Similarly, there are three types of two-particle
contributions depending on the bridge lengths, see (15).
contributions also depend on the R-charge cross-ratios {α1, α2}, but we have omitted them
as they can be deduced unambiguously from the dependence of the space-time cross-ratios.
All the one-particle contributions can be written in terms of the following function
m(L)(z) ≡ g2L (z + z¯)− (α + α¯)
2




and λ is the t’Hooft coupling. It is clear that m(L)(z) depends on z and α, but again we are
excluding α from the list of arguments. Moreover,











The function F (L)(z, z¯) given above is related to the so called ladder integrals [44]. For
example,























































The one-loop length zero one-particle contribution was originally computed in [34] and it is
given by
M(1)1,{0}(z) = m(1)(z) +m(1)(z−1) . (10)
Using the integrand appearing in that same paper, it is not dificult to compute other one-
particle contributions by doing the integration by residues and explicitly performing the
7








Table 1: The order in g that a configuration of multi-mirror particles leaving in one edge or
adjacent edges kicks in. More specifically, consider the second graph of figure 2. The number
n1 (n2) correspond to the number of mirror particles in the edge denoted by z1 (z2) in that
figure. The power of g appearing in the table was computed by using the rule of figure 1.
From the results in the table, we conclude that at two loop only the cases {n1 = 1, n2 = 0}
and {n1 = 1, n2 = 1} contribute.
summation over bound-states. In fact, there is a closed expression for it, see [22] and (65).
For this work we will need the following two loop and three loop contributions
M(2)1,{1}(z) = m(2)(z) +m(2)(z−1) , M(2)1,{0}(z) = −2M(2)1,{1}(z) .
M(3)1,{2}(z) = m(3)(z) +m(3)(z−1) , M(3)1,{1}(z) = −4M(3)1,{2}(z) ,
M(3)1,{0}(z) = 6M(3)1,{2}(z) .
(11)
Notice that all the expressions above are invariant under z → 1/z. This invariance is manifest
when writing them in terms of the functions m(L)(z) and it follows because of the important
property of the ladder integrals
F (L)(1/z, 1/z¯) = zz¯ F (L)(zz¯) . (12)
This invariance of the one-particle contribution is called flip invariance. It corresponds to the
invariance of the position of the additional length zero bridge in the graphs or the invariance
under different tesselations. Concretely, if one moves the dashed line of the first graph of the
figure 2 to connect the operators Om and Ok instead of the operators Oi and Ol the relevant
cross-ratio change as z1 → 1/z1.
The two-particle contribution appearing in the figure 2 was computed in [36] at one-loop.
Its calculation will be reviewed and extended in the next subsection. The result at one-loop
is

































Figure 3: The five different ways of cutting the inside of a decagon. The outside part can
be cut similarly in five different ways. If the solid lines have bridge length greater or equal
to two, at one- and two-loops only the one-particle and two-particle contributions of figure
2 have to be taken into account for its computation. The result of the computation has
to be the same for all the cuts, i.e. the result is rotation invariant, for example, by doing
i→ m,m→ l . . . j → i, the result does not change.
An interesting object to compute is the decagon showed in the figure 3 with five different
tesselations. It appears as a contributing diagram in several five-point functions. At one-
loop, it is given by a sum of two one-particle contributions and a two-particle contribution.
This sum is equal to















The decagon is flip invariant or in other words the result is the same if we cut it in any
of the different ways showed in the figure 3. The right hand side of the expression (14)
is manifestly flip invariant because if one performs rotations on the figure (for example
i → m,m → l . . . j → i) the cross-ratios appearing as arguments of the functions m(1) are
mapped into themselves. As we will see, at two-loop we have similarly that the right hand
side is given by one function evaluated at five different points.
2.2 Two-particle contributions at two-loop
At two-loop there is three types of two-particle contributions depending on the length of the
bridges involved (the cross-ratios are defined in (3)):










Figure 4: The two-particle contributionsM(2)2,{1,0} andM(2)2,{0,1} with nonzero bridges lengths.
In the figure, the solid purple line has bridge length one and the dashed purple line has
bridge length zero. The blue squares denote the mirror particles Notice that the two figures
represents the same graph and they are related by a parity transformation. The equality of
the graphs implies the all loop parity relation M(L)2;{1,0}(z1, z2) =M(L)2;{0,1}(z−12 , z−11 ).
The first one on the list above corresponds to the second graph of figure 2 and it involves
two bridges of length zero. The other two involves both a bridge of length one and a
bridge of length zero, see figure 4. The same figure shows a graph before and after a parity
transformation and the invariance of the result implies the following relation for any loop
order or any L
M(L)2;{1,0}(z1, z2) =M(L)2;{0,1}(z−12 , z−11 ) . (16)
A similar reasoning implies
M(L)2,{0,0}(z1, z2) =M(L)2,{0,0}(z−12 , z−11 ) . (17)
The computation of the two-particle contributions involves three hexagons, see figure
5. At one-loop, it was computed in [36]. The computation at two-loops follows the same
steps of the one-loop calculation described in that paper. One only needs to expand all the
building blocks at higher order in g or add a bridge of length one to the integrand. The
calculation involves three hexagon form-factors (left, middle and right) denoted by Hl, Hm
and Hr respectively in the figure 5. To glue the hexagons one sum over a weighted complete
set of states (fundamental and bound states). We need to glue two edges so there will be
a double sum over bound states and a double integral over the rapidities u1 (particles of
the first edge) and u2 (particles of the second edge) of the mirror particles. One has after























W{b,J}(uγ2)W{a,I}(uγ1)Hl[ χ¯{b,J}(u−γ2 ) ]Hm[χ{b,J}(uγ2)χ¯{a,I}(u−γ1 )]Hr[χ{a,I}(uγ1)] .
(18)
In the expression above µa is the measure or a normalization factor and the γ over the
rapidities are mirror transformations. The E˜ are the mirror particle energies and they are
10
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Figure 5: The computation of the two-particle contribution. At one-loop, it was computed
in [36]. The calculation involves three hexagons. The left (Hl) and right (Hr) hexagons
contains only one mirror particle and they contribute only with a possible sign. The middle
(Hm) hexagon has two particles and its computation is non-trivial as it involves a dynamical
factor plus the mirror-mirror bound state S-matrix. The way of contracting the indices of
the mirror particles is shown in the figure 6. To glue the hexagons one sums over a weighted
complete set of mirror states and the empty and solid circles and squares of the same color
correspond to a pair of conjugate indices.
multiplied by the bridge lengths so they correspond to damping factors. The indices a and b
are bound state indices and I and J are sums over complete set of states. More specifically,
each magnon χ{b} is schematically of the form
χ{b}cc˙ = |Xc〉b ⊗ |Xc˙〉b , (19)
where c and c˙ are sets of fundamental indices of the BMN symmetry group psu(2|2)⊗psu(2|2)
and |Xc〉b is a basis for the b-th anti-symmetric representation which has dimension 4b. This
means that the index I in (18) labels (4a)2 states and similarly for J . The basis states are
built from the fundamental fields φa (bosonic) and ψα (fermionic) and they are listed in the
Appendix B of [36]. Note that the bar over χ means conjugation of all the indices of the
fields φ1 ↔ φ2 and ψ1 ↔ ψ2. The foremost sum in the expression (18) is over the dressings,
in other words, the naive basis of the bound states has to be modified by inserting some
Z-markers in two different ways denoted plus and minus (the factor of half is because one
has to take the average, see [41, 42] for a recent discussion about Z-markers). The rule for
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Figure 6: The matrix part of the two-particle calculation of (18). The left (Hl) and right
(Hr) hexagon form-factors have only one-particle (fundamental or bound-state) and they
are easily evaluated. They give a non-zero contribution only for χ’s where the dotted indices
are conjugate to the undotted indices (1 ↔ 2) as the one-particle hexagon form-factor is a
product of AB. This forces the scattering between the particles in the middle hexagon Hm
to be diagonal as shown in the figure where S means mirror bound state S-matrix. The W
are weight factors and they act on the particles corresponding to its argument.
the plus dressing is the following
dressing + : ψα → ψα , ψα˙ → ψα˙ , {φ1 , φ2˙} → Z
1
2{φ1 , φ2˙} , {φ1˙ , φ2} → Z−
1
2{φ1˙ , φ2} .
(20)
and for the dressing −, one needs to change the sign of the exponents of all the Z-markers
above. One consequence of dressing the basis is that the Z-markers will appear inside the
hexagon form-factors in the expression (18). They can them be moved and removed using the
rules given in the Appendix C of [33]. Another consequence is that they give contributions
to the weight factors W , which is given by
W±{a,I}(uγi ) = e−2ip˜a(ui)log|zi| eiLφi eiR(θi±ϕi) , (21)
where the ± refers to the two dressings, p˜a(ui) is the mirror momentum and the angles are



















(L11 − L22 − L1˙1˙ + L2˙2˙) , R =
1
2
(R11 −R22 −R1˙1˙ +R2˙2˙) . (23)
Notice that the weight factors act on the particles corresponding to its argument and all the
basis elements for the bound states are eigenstates of the above generators (the action of
them on the particles are canonical).
To compute (18) we need to evaluate three hexagons form-factors. The hexagons have a
dynamical scalar factor and a matrix part that boils down to a product of S-matrices. The
hexagons Hl and Hr have only one-particle and they evaluate to zero, one or minus one. The
non-zero cases occurs when the undotted indices are conjugate to the dotted indices, i.e. only
when one excites the so called tranversal excitations (the scalars Y 12˙, Y¯ 21˙ or the derivatives
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D12˙, D¯21˙) or fused products of it, see [33]. The middle hexagon (Hm) has two-particles and
it is non-trivial. In order to compute it we are going by convenience to analytically continue




1 as shown in figure 5. The matrix part of the middle hexagon
is the mirror bound state S-matrix computed in [36] by adapting the previous calculations
of the physical bound state S-matrix of [45]. The bound state S-matrix is block diagonal
and its blocks can be organized in three distinct cases. The fact that the left and right
hexagons are non-zero only for the tranverse excitations forces the scattering in the middle
hexagon to be diagonal and the matrix part of it is shown in figure 6. The full integrand
after the evaluation of the hexagon form-factors is very length and it can be found at any
loop order for the case with two length zeros in the Appendix D of [36] . The general case for
non-zero bridge lengths only amounts to include the damping factors appearing in (18). In
this paper, we are going to evaluate the two-loop integrals by expanding the building blocks
of the integrand (18) to order g4. Notice that at this order it is only possible to have bridge
lengths zero and one becuase
e−E˜a(u1)l1 ∼ O(g2l1) . (24)
Expanding the momentum factors of the two length zero integrand appearing from remov-
ing the Z-markers one verifies that new R-charge structures appears at two-loop1. Specifi-
cally, one has that the two-particle length zero contribution involves the following structures
kicking in at the following loop order








} , g4 : { 1
α1
, α2} , g6 : {α2
α1
} . (25)
Notice that no new structure appears at four-loops and beyond. In addition, the result is
symmetric under the exchange α↔ α¯ so the structures above always appears in a combina-
tion with the bar ones.
The integrand involves various sums and it is complicated to analytically evaluate the
integral in general without further simplifications or a more deep understanding of it. The
only known complet analytically evaluation of a two-particle contribution is the simpler case
of the tree-level propagator contribution for fishnet theories appearing in [46]. It should be
possible to extend these tecniques to more complicated integrals or greatly simplifies the
integrand, we hope to address these questions in the future and some recent progresses in
evaluating these integrals analytically can be found in [41,42]. In this work, we only generate
power series from integrability and fit the results with a basis of two-loop integrals that we
evaluate as described in the Appendix B. After the fitting, we have double checked the result
by computing the differential equations obeyed by the integrals and applying them to the
integrability series. Some care is needed in deriving the differential equations because we
1At the moment we do not have an explanation for the Z-markers prescription. It is possible that they
are related to a kind of spin-structure. Moreover, we are using an hybrid convention for the generators and
the fermionic transformations of the particles involve powers of Z-markers, thus the Z-marker prescription
is related somehow to supersymmetry. Notice that they are responsible for removing the square root cuts of
all integrability integrands and in this sense the prescription is almost unique [41, 42]. From the relation to
perturbative calculations it is possible to understand qualitatively the increasing of R-charge structures of the
multi-particle integrability contribution. At one-loop there is a map between the integrability contributions
and the supergluon exchange in the N = 2 formulation [37]. At two-loop the computation involves multi
gluon exchanges and it is more complicated.
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are considering a restricted kinematics where the five-points are in a plane, see also the
Appendix B. The basis of integrals we have used consists of the ladder integral F (2)(z, z¯)















































































































Notice that the first subindex is special in this two integrals. Since for L it has conformal
weight two and is connected to both integration points and for P it appears both in the
numerator and in the denominator.
Our result for the two-particle contribution at two-loop involving bridges of lengths zero
and one is (z1 and z2 are defined in (3) and we are using the conventions of the figure 2)








1− z1 + z1z2
z2
)




(z + z¯)− (α− α¯)
2
, (29)
and for a = 1 and b = 0
K1{1,0}(z1, z2) = F
(2)(z1) , K
2



















K5{1,0}(z1, z2) = F
(2)(z1(1− z2)) .
(30)
It is possible to obtain the result for a = 0 and b = 1 using the parity invariance of (16), but
we are going to write it down explicitly for the readers convenience





{0,1}(z1, z2) = F
(2)(z−12 ) ,





















2This integral for five-points at generic positions depends on five cross-ratios instead of four. The result
for the general case is known and it was obtained by Matthias Wilhelm in [47]. In order to reproduce
Matthias’s result from integrability, it is necessary to use an out of plane weight factor.
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Notice that the structure for the two-loop two-particle contributionM(2)2,{a,b}(z1, z2) is similar
to the structure of the one-loop two-particle result given in (13). In particular, both cases
have five terms and the arguments of the functions m are the same as the arguments of
the functions f . This means that effectively to go from one-loop to two-loop, one promotes
the one-loop integrals to two-loop integrals keeping the prefactors unchanged. This pattern
seems to be true to l loops for any l and for any values of a and b with
a+ b = l − 1. (32)
We have tested up to five loops that
K1{a,0}(z1, z2) = F
(a+1)(z1) , K
5
{a,0}(z1, z2) = F
(a+1)(z1(1− z2)) , (33)
and we have also found l loop integral representations for others Ki{a,b}. We hope to report
these and further results in a future publication.
The other two-particle contribution involves only bridges of length zero and it is a highly
constrained object. It is parity invariant (17) and the sum of it with two one-particle
contributions is flip invariant or rotation invariant, see figure 3. Our result is given below
using the following definition
P00 ≡M(2)1,{0}(z1) +M(2)1,{0}(z2) +M(2)2;{0,0}(z1, z2) , (34)
and
P00 = h








































−x2ijx2lm(Lj,mi,lkx2jk + Ll,mi,jkx2lk) + 2F (2)(z1(1− z2))
]
.
The two-loop result given above has the same structure as the one-loop result of (14), in
other words, the two-results are given by a sum of one function evaluated at five different
points. To go to one-loop to two-loop one only has to correct this function. It seems that
(35) is the general solution to flip invariance and at all loops one only needs to correct the
function h. We hope to address this question in the future. There is one further property
of all two-particle contributions: they vanish after twisting the polarizations αi → zi. In
fact this property together with the degree of the polarizations might prove that the same
structure appear at all loops. In addition, all the results for the two-particle contributions are
definite combinations of Feynman integrals. This result is non-trivial because there was the
possibility that Feynman integrals only show up when one computes a complete correlation
function and sums over all the mirror particles contributions.
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3 Planar correlation functions
The results described in the previous section will be used in the following to obtain correlation
functions of half-BPS operators in N = 4 SYM. As we will see, the one and two particle
contributions are enough to obtain a five point function with special polarizations and some
four point functions.
3.1 Five point function
In the following, we will focus on planar five point correlation functions of large half-BPS
operators Li = 2K  1. The starting point of the hexagonalization procedure is the
enumeration of all skeleton graphs which are obtained by tree level Wick contractions

























alνβ(Nc)Glilliklmklmj llj(zi, αi) ,














where a(Nc) are constants that depend on the number of colors and symmetry factors of





































The next step is to tessellate each skeleton graph into six hexagons as shown in figure
7. As pointed out in [22] the computation of a generic skeleton graph is complicated as
it involves the contribution of multi-particle states in different edges. A simplification is
obtained by projecting the five point function to a specific polarization in which case only
the one-particle and two-particle contributions are relevant. One such polarization is
yi = {0, 0, 0, 0, 1, i} , ym = {0, 0, 1, i, β,−iβ} , yl = {1,−i, 1,−i, 0, 0} , (39)
yk = {1, i, 0, 0, 0, 0} , yj = {1,−i, 0, 0, γ,−iγ} . (40)
As can be seen in figure 8 all corrections that connect the inside with the outside of the
frame are suppressed in the limit K  1. Consequently this specific five point function is




























































Figure 7: Tessellation of a particular five point function skeleton graph where we assumed
l25 = 0. Notice that the configuration with all lij non-zero has a non-planar topology. After
tessellating a given skeleton graph one is instructed to insert a complete set of mirror particle
states to glue the hexagons back, see the figure on the left.
Another way to see this is by looking into the tessellation of this five point function and to
notice that these limits and polarizations make the the bridges lii+1 ≈ K4 which isolate the
hexagons 1, 2, 3 and 4, 5, 6 in figure 7 from each other. At tree level there is just one graph










which should be dressed with the zero length one and two particle contributions for loop
corrections. The contribution of mirror particle states have R-charge which can change the
polarization of a given skeleton graph to (42). As we have seen in the previous section
the hexagonalization of any of the graphs in 9 apart from the first can be written as a























+ f(z1)(Pα1 + Pα1
α2












where Px represents the one or two particle contribution with one or zero length bridges and
the function f(z) was defined in (29). The structures in the first line transform among each
other upon a cyclic rotation of the decagon, i.e. i → m, m → l . . . while the two on the
second line transform differently under the cyclic rotation5. The relevant skeleton graphs
4The ≈ shows up here because the effect of neighbouring graphs can mix different skeletons graphs
contributing to a particular polarization as is discussed below.
5It is then easy to understand why the combination multiplying both f(z1) and f(
1
z2
) vanishes in the
tessellation of a decagon with zero length bridges.
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Figure 8: At tree level the five point function is just given by (42). As the coupling is turned
on there are many different interactions that can take place. In principle, both figures on
the left and right would be possible. However, since we take the operators to be large the
figure on the right hand side is suppressed. Thus, we are left with interactions that live
either on the inside or on the outside of the frame created by the five points. So the five
point function is given by the square of the object we call the decagon which is nothing more











Figure 9: Relevant (non-zero) neighbouring graphs to the decagon for both one and two
particles.
that contribute to the correlation function (41) are given by the solutions of (see figure 9 for
all possible nonzero graphs6)
Glilliklmklmj llj(zi, αi)× f(zi) = 1 , (44)
where f is one of the seven structures that appear in the tessellation of the skeleton graphs7,
G is defined in (37). As an example, pick the second term in (43) which can be written as
1 + σ2 − τ2 and consider it on (44). It is straightforward to see there is no solution to this
equation. Since the first five terms in (43) transform into each other under rotation there is
no solution of (44) for any of them. A similar and small computation implies that there are
6Both one and two particle contribution can only change the R-charge structure by two units, so it is
enough to consider only the graphs in 9.
7The 1 on the right hand side of (44) appears because we have normalized (37) with the only prefactor
that is relevant for the polarization that we want.
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two other solutions lil = 1, lνβ 6=il = 0 and lik = 1, lνβ 6=ik = 0 for the remaining structures in
(43).
For example the second graph in the second line in figure 9 where lik = 1 the only
nontrivial component comes from f(z1) and contributes to the correlator (41) as
z1z¯1(Pα1 + Pα1
α2









The contribution from the other graphs can be obtained by a cyclic rotation. It is now simple
to obtain the final result for the correlator
D = g2
[






[(1− z2 − z¯2)
2
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1−z2 , z1) + L(1− z2, 1z1 )

















+ cyclic rotations. (46)
In [5], it was shown how to obtain any one loop n-point function of half BPS operators.
We have checked that the integrability method laid out above reproduces exactly the one
from [5] at one-loop. The two loop correction for our five point function was not known in
the literature. However we manage to compute it with a different method that uses both
Lagrangian insertion method [6] and chiral algebra twist [32, 48]. The details will appear
elsewhere [49].
3.2 Four-point functions
The knowledge of both one-particle and two-particle contributions enables one to compute
several four-point functions as well. It is easy to reduce the two-particle contribution from
five operators to four by identifying a pair of operators. In all the needed cases the reduction
of the integrals does not produce any divergence and it can be done easily by also identifying
points. In this section, we are going to compute a few planar four-point functions at two- and
three-loops of half-BPS operators using integrability and we will compare the results with the
perturbative ones obtained in [8]. Notice that the correlators considered in this section are
known up to five-loops [9]. The comparison is a strong test of our integrability computations
of section 2. Specifically, we are going to consider the following class of operators (the setup
is shown in figure 10)
O1 = Tr(ZKX l12Y K) + perm , O2 = Tr(X¯K+l12) ,
O3 = Tr(ZKXK Y¯ K) + perm , O4 = Tr(Z¯2K) ,
(47)
with K  1 and l12 = 0, 1, 2, 3. The cases l12 = 0, 1, 2 are going to be computed at two-loop
and the remaning case l12 = 3 at three-loop
8. In fact, we can compute the case l12 = l up to
8The minimum value of K depends on the loop order. To suppress unwanted multi-particle contributions,
K has to be greater than 2 for the two-loop cases (l12 < 3) and greater than 3 for the three-loop case (l12 = 3).
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l loops as it needs only the one-particle contributions and one component of the two-particle
at l loops. The needed component is precisely the one determined at (33), see the discussion
below.
Note that the polarizations and the lengths of the operators in (47) were judicious chosen
in order for the integrability computation to only involves the one-particle and two-particle
contributions. It is important that the operators O1 and O3 are connected at tree-level (they
have the Y and the Y¯ fields respectively) otherwise there will be additional integrability
contributions. For example, consider the four-point function of four half-BPS operators of
length two (the so called 20′ operators). Using the rule described in figure 1 for determining
at each order in g a multi-particle contribution kicks in, one can see that the computation
of the 20′’s correlation function needs one-, two-, three- and four-particle contributions at
two-loop (at one loop it only needs one- and two-particle contributions). Note that the
four-particle contribution closes to form a loop. The three-particle contribution is only
known at one-loop (in fact any string of mirror particles is known by recursion relations
at one-loop, see [39]) and its knowledge at two-loop would enable one to also compute the
dodecagon or a special polarized six-point function. On the other hand, almost noting is
know about the mirror loops apart from the fact that its leading contribution is zero because
of supersymmetry (one is wrapping a BPS operator).
The four-point function of the operators (47) are obtained by setting the polarizations
vectors as
y1 = {1, i, α, iα, β, iβ} , y2 = {0, 0, 1,−i, 0, 0} ,
y4 = {1,−i, 0, 0, 0, 0} , y3 = {1, i, 1, i, 1,−i} ,
(48)





















c at the necessary loop
order can be read from [8]. The expressions depend only on the ladders integrals F (L)(z, z¯)












































where the cross-ratios z and z¯ were defined in (51).
To compute the correlators above using integrability, we follow the same steps as in
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Figure 10: An example of a tree-level contribution to the four-point functions computed
using integrability. The other tree-level graphs are obtained by moving some of the lines
connecting the operators O1 and O3 to the dashed line and there are K of them. For l12 = 0
there are K−1 additional graphs obtained by permuting O1 and O4 in the figure and moving
the propagators. The bridge length l12 will varry from case to case and the polarizations are
such that y24 = 0, see (48). As explained in the main text, using the two-particle integrability
result computed in this paper we can evaluate l12 < 3 up to two-loop and l12 = l up to l
loops. Notice that it is important to have non-zero connections between the operators O1
and O3 in order to suppress two new integrability contributions: three-particle in different
edges and the loop over an operator which correspond to a four-particle contribution.
the tree-level graphs, it is also necessary to deform a bit the polarizations and compute
some neighboring graphs. The neighboring graphs give a finite contribution after sending
the deformation to zero at the very end because the mirror particles contributions carry
R-charge and consequently they change the R-charge structure of the original graphs. To
perform the computations one reduces the two-loop two-particle contributions given in (28)
and (35) to the case of four-points by identifying the fifth point with one of the four-points.
The precise identification depends on the graph being computed. As mentioned before, the
integrals can be easily reduced as no divergence shows up and one can identify the points
on the level of the integrand and then perform the integral after the identification which
always give in our cases a ladder two computed for a specific cross-ratio. If one expresses
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one verifies that all reduced one-particle and two-particle contributions are first order poly-
nomials in A/B where both A and B are X, Y or Z. This implies that the mirror particles
can only change the R-charge structure of a graph by two units. Thus it is only possible to
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<latexit sha1_base64="2ZDDW1rJ64Q0Or8Ys2L8IBhHNx4 =">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeS c48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg1 1rot0bNBoYjLGGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk 6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03 R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AdWjjYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2ZDDW1rJ64Q0Or8Ys2L8IBhHNx4 =">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeS c48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg1 1rot0bNBoYjLGGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk 6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03 R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AdWjjYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2ZDDW1rJ64Q0Or8Ys2L8IBhHNx4 =">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeS c48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg1 1rot0bNBoYjLGGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk 6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03 R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AdWjjYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2ZDDW1rJ64Q0Or8Ys2L8IBhHNx4 =">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeS c48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg1 1rot0bNBoYjLGGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk 6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03 R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AdWjjYA=</latexit>
(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="i07G1vGq+Jycm/19n/j/Wx9BEWM=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11roteWeDQhGXMcaEEJQB qV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K7/1hxJKAh4ZJqnWP4Ni4KVVGMMln+X6ieUzZhI54z2JIA67ddD7qDJ1aZ4j8SNkXGjR3v3ekNNB6Gni2MqBmrH9nmflX1kuMX3NTEcaJ4SFbfOQnEpkIZXujoVCcGTm1QJkSdlbExlRRZux18vYIX5ui /6FdKRPLN+fFxuXyHDk4hhMoAYEqNOAamtACBiN4gCd4dqTz6Lw4r4vSFWfZcwQ/5Lx9AtcojYE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i07G1vGq+Jycm/19n/j/Wx9BEWM=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11roteWeDQhGXMcaEEJQB qV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K7/1hxJKAh4ZJqnWP4Ni4KVVGMMln+X6ieUzZhI54z2JIA67ddD7qDJ1aZ4j8SNkXGjR3v3ekNNB6Gni2MqBmrH9nmflX1kuMX3NTEcaJ4SFbfOQnEpkIZXujoVCcGTm1QJkSdlbExlRRZux18vYIX5ui /6FdKRPLN+fFxuXyHDk4hhMoAYEqNOAamtACBiN4gCd4dqTz6Lw4r4vSFWfZcwQ/5Lx9AtcojYE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i07G1vGq+Jycm/19n/j/Wx9BEWM=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11roteWeDQhGXMcaEEJQB qV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K7/1hxJKAh4ZJqnWP4Ni4KVVGMMln+X6ieUzZhI54z2JIA67ddD7qDJ1aZ4j8SNkXGjR3v3ekNNB6Gni2MqBmrH9nmflX1kuMX3NTEcaJ4SFbfOQnEpkIZXujoVCcGTm1QJkSdlbExlRRZux18vYIX5ui /6FdKRPLN+fFxuXyHDk4hhMoAYEqNOAamtACBiN4gCd4dqTz6Lw4r4vSFWfZcwQ/5Lx9AtcojYE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i07G1vGq+Jycm/19n/j/Wx9BEWM=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11roteWeDQhGXMcaEEJQB qV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K7/1hxJKAh4ZJqnWP4Ni4KVVGMMln+X6ieUzZhI54z2JIA67ddD7qDJ1aZ4j8SNkXGjR3v3ekNNB6Gni2MqBmrH9nmflX1kuMX3NTEcaJ4SFbfOQnEpkIZXujoVCcGTm1QJkSdlbExlRRZux18vYIX5ui /6FdKRPLN+fFxuXyHDk4hhMoAYEqNOAamtACBiN4gCd4dqTz6Lw4r4vSFWfZcwQ/5Lx9AtcojYE=</latexit>
(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="/NB68L8w9/ERSYdXpxrpsJa5qTI=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rotsbNBoYjLGGNCCMqA VC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03R /9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AditjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/NB68L8w9/ERSYdXpxrpsJa5qTI=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rotsbNBoYjLGGNCCMqA VC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03R /9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AditjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/NB68L8w9/ERSYdXpxrpsJa5qTI=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rotsbNBoYjLGGNCCMqA VC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03R /9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AditjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/NB68L8w9/ERSYdXpxrpsJa5qTI=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rotsbNBoYjLGGNCCMqA VC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03R /9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AditjYI=</latexit>
(d)
<latexit sha1_base64="vJzxT6Ihc4iswx10TWFwnQS 6o7M=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSyWTa0MyFJCOU0kdw40IRtz6RO9/GTFt BRX8IfPz/OeSc4yVSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpOFeMtFstYdT2quRQRbxlhJO8mitPQk7zjja+yvHPP lRZxdGcmCXdDOoxEIBg11rot+WeDQhGXMcaEEJQBqV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K730/ZmnII8Mk1bpHcGLcKVVGMM ln+X6qeULZmA55z2JEQ67d6XzUGTq1jo+CWNkXGTR3v3dMaaj1JPRsZUjNSP/OMvOvrJeaoOZORZSkhkds8VGQSmR ilO2NfKE4M3JigTIl7KyIjaiizNjr5O0RvjZF/0O7UiaWb86LjcvlOXJwDCdQAgJVaMA1NKEFDIbwAE/w7Ejn0XlxX helK86y5wh+yHn7BNoyjYM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vJzxT6Ihc4iswx10TWFwnQS 6o7M=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSyWTa0MyFJCOU0kdw40IRtz6RO9/GTFt BRX8IfPz/OeSc4yVSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpOFeMtFstYdT2quRQRbxlhJO8mitPQk7zjja+yvHPP lRZxdGcmCXdDOoxEIBg11rot+WeDQhGXMcaEEJQBqV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K730/ZmnII8Mk1bpHcGLcKVVGMM ln+X6qeULZmA55z2JEQ67d6XzUGTq1jo+CWNkXGTR3v3dMaaj1JPRsZUjNSP/OMvOvrJeaoOZORZSkhkds8VGQSmR ilO2NfKE4M3JigTIl7KyIjaiizNjr5O0RvjZF/0O7UiaWb86LjcvlOXJwDCdQAgJVaMA1NKEFDIbwAE/w7Ejn0XlxX helK86y5wh+yHn7BNoyjYM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vJzxT6Ihc4iswx10TWFwnQS 6o7M=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSyWTa0MyFJCOU0kdw40IRtz6RO9/GTFt BRX8IfPz/OeSc4yVSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpOFeMtFstYdT2quRQRbxlhJO8mitPQk7zjja+yvHPP lRZxdGcmCXdDOoxEIBg11rot+WeDQhGXMcaEEJQBqV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K730/ZmnII8Mk1bpHcGLcKVVGMM ln+X6qeULZmA55z2JEQ67d6XzUGTq1jo+CWNkXGTR3v3dMaaj1JPRsZUjNSP/OMvOvrJeaoOZORZSkhkds8VGQSmR ilO2NfKE4M3JigTIl7KyIjaiizNjr5O0RvjZF/0O7UiaWb86LjcvlOXJwDCdQAgJVaMA1NKEFDIbwAE/w7Ejn0XlxX helK86y5wh+yHn7BNoyjYM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vJzxT6Ihc4iswx10TWFwnQS 6o7M=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSyWTa0MyFJCOU0kdw40IRtz6RO9/GTFt BRX8IfPz/OeSc4yVSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpOFeMtFstYdT2quRQRbxlhJO8mitPQk7zjja+yvHPP lRZxdGcmCXdDOoxEIBg11rot+WeDQhGXMcaEEJQBqV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K730/ZmnII8Mk1bpHcGLcKVVGMM ln+X6qeULZmA55z2JEQ67d6XzUGTq1jo+CWNkXGTR3v3dMaaj1JPRsZUjNSP/OMvOvrJeaoOZORZSkhkds8VGQSmR ilO2NfKE4M3JigTIl7KyIjaiizNjr5O0RvjZF/0O7UiaWb86LjcvlOXJwDCdQAgJVaMA1NKEFDIbwAE/w7Ejn0XlxX helK86y5wh+yHn7BNoyjYM=</latexit>
(e)
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<latexit sha1_base64="CEMEGGXq+ju6MdbDohbvHNRvvVw=">AAAB73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFnXZJ4C3rxGME8IFnC7GSSDJl9 ODMrhCU/4cWDIl79HW/+jbNJBBUtaCiquunu8mPBlbbtDyu3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcPWipKJGVNGolIdnyimOAha2quBevEkpHAF6ztT64yv33PpOJReKunMfMCMgr5kFOijdQR/RQ7szPcL5bs8kWt4rgVZJdtu4odnBGn6p67CBslQwmWaPSL771BRJOAhZoKolQX27H2UiI1p4LNCr1EsZjQCRmx rqEhCZjy0vm9M3RilAEaRtJUqNFc/T6RkkCpaeCbzoDosfrtZeJfXjfRw5qX8jBONAvpYtEwEUhHKHseDbhkVIupIYRKbm5FdEwkodpEVDAhfH2K/ictp4wNv3FL9ctlHHk4gmM4BQxVqMM1NKAJFAQ8wBM8W3fWo/VivS5ac9Zy5hB+wHr7BGo3j44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CEMEGGXq+ju6MdbDohbvHNRvvVw=">AAAB73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFnXZJ4C3rxGME8IFnC7GSSDJl9 ODMrhCU/4cWDIl79HW/+jbNJBBUtaCiquunu8mPBlbbtDyu3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcPWipKJGVNGolIdnyimOAha2quBevEkpHAF6ztT64yv33PpOJReKunMfMCMgr5kFOijdQR/RQ7szPcL5bs8kWt4rgVZJdtu4odnBGn6p67CBslQwmWaPSL771BRJOAhZoKolQX27H2UiI1p4LNCr1EsZjQCRmx rqEhCZjy0vm9M3RilAEaRtJUqNFc/T6RkkCpaeCbzoDosfrtZeJfXjfRw5qX8jBONAvpYtEwEUhHKHseDbhkVIupIYRKbm5FdEwkodpEVDAhfH2K/ictp4wNv3FL9ctlHHk4gmM4BQxVqMM1NKAJFAQ8wBM8W3fWo/VivS5ac9Zy5hB+wHr7BGo3j44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CEMEGGXq+ju6MdbDohbvHNRvvVw=">AAAB73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFnXZJ4C3rxGME8IFnC7GSSDJl9 ODMrhCU/4cWDIl79HW/+jbNJBBUtaCiquunu8mPBlbbtDyu3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcPWipKJGVNGolIdnyimOAha2quBevEkpHAF6ztT64yv33PpOJReKunMfMCMgr5kFOijdQR/RQ7szPcL5bs8kWt4rgVZJdtu4odnBGn6p67CBslQwmWaPSL771BRJOAhZoKolQX27H2UiI1p4LNCr1EsZjQCRmx rqEhCZjy0vm9M3RilAEaRtJUqNFc/T6RkkCpaeCbzoDosfrtZeJfXjfRw5qX8jBONAvpYtEwEUhHKHseDbhkVIupIYRKbm5FdEwkodpEVDAhfH2K/ictp4wNv3FL9ctlHHk4gmM4BQxVqMM1NKAJFAQ8wBM8W3fWo/VivS5ac9Zy5hB+wHr7BGo3j44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CEMEGGXq+ju6MdbDohbvHNRvvVw=">AAAB73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFnXZJ4C3rxGME8IFnC7GSSDJl9 ODMrhCU/4cWDIl79HW/+jbNJBBUtaCiquunu8mPBlbbtDyu3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcPWipKJGVNGolIdnyimOAha2quBevEkpHAF6ztT64yv33PpOJReKunMfMCMgr5kFOijdQR/RQ7szPcL5bs8kWt4rgVZJdtu4odnBGn6p67CBslQwmWaPSL771BRJOAhZoKolQX27H2UiI1p4LNCr1EsZjQCRmx rqEhCZjy0vm9M3RilAEaRtJUqNFc/T6RkkCpaeCbzoDosfrtZeJfXjfRw5qX8jBONAvpYtEwEUhHKHseDbhkVIupIYRKbm5FdEwkodpEVDAhfH2K/ictp4wNv3FL9ctlHHk4gmM4BQxVqMM1NKAJFAQ8wBM8W3fWo/VivS5ac9Zy5hB+wHr7BGo3j44=</latexit>
l12   1
<latexit sha1_base64="srIjWmfVKLeOOrS+7Eb/CPe/GiA=">AAAB 73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbCzLkm8Bb14jGAekCxhdjJJhsw+nJkVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xtkkgooWNBRV3XR3+bHgStv2h5VbWV1b38hv Fra2d3b3ivsHLRUlkrImjUQkOz5RTPCQNTXXgnViyUjgC9b2J1eZ375nUvEovNXTmHkBGYV8yCnRRuqIfoqd2RnuF0t2+aJWcdwKssu2XcUOzohT dc9dhI2SoQRLNPrF994goknAQk0FUaqL7Vh7KZGaU8FmhV6iWEzohIxY19CQBEx56fzeGToxygANI2kq1Giufp9ISaDUNPBNZ0D0WP32MvEvr5vo Yc1LeRgnmoV0sWiYCKQjlD2PBlwyqsXUEEIlN7ciOiaSUG0iKpgQvj5F/5OWU8aG37il+uUyjjwcwTGcAoYq1OEaGtAECgIe4AmerTvr0XqxXhet OWs5cwg/YL19Am1Bj5A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="srIjWmfVKLeOOrS+7Eb/CPe/GiA=">AAAB 73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbCzLkm8Bb14jGAekCxhdjJJhsw+nJkVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xtkkgooWNBRV3XR3+bHgStv2h5VbWV1b38hv Fra2d3b3ivsHLRUlkrImjUQkOz5RTPCQNTXXgnViyUjgC9b2J1eZ375nUvEovNXTmHkBGYV8yCnRRuqIfoqd2RnuF0t2+aJWcdwKssu2XcUOzohT dc9dhI2SoQRLNPrF994goknAQk0FUaqL7Vh7KZGaU8FmhV6iWEzohIxY19CQBEx56fzeGToxygANI2kq1Giufp9ISaDUNPBNZ0D0WP32MvEvr5vo Yc1LeRgnmoV0sWiYCKQjlD2PBlwyqsXUEEIlN7ciOiaSUG0iKpgQvj5F/5OWU8aG37il+uUyjjwcwTGcAoYq1OEaGtAECgIe4AmerTvr0XqxXhet OWs5cwg/YL19Am1Bj5A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="srIjWmfVKLeOOrS+7Eb/CPe/GiA=">AAAB 73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbCzLkm8Bb14jGAekCxhdjJJhsw+nJkVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xtkkgooWNBRV3XR3+bHgStv2h5VbWV1b38hv Fra2d3b3ivsHLRUlkrImjUQkOz5RTPCQNTXXgnViyUjgC9b2J1eZ375nUvEovNXTmHkBGYV8yCnRRuqIfoqd2RnuF0t2+aJWcdwKssu2XcUOzohT dc9dhI2SoQRLNPrF994goknAQk0FUaqL7Vh7KZGaU8FmhV6iWEzohIxY19CQBEx56fzeGToxygANI2kq1Giufp9ISaDUNPBNZ0D0WP32MvEvr5vo Yc1LeRgnmoV0sWiYCKQjlD2PBlwyqsXUEEIlN7ciOiaSUG0iKpgQvj5F/5OWU8aG37il+uUyjjwcwTGcAoYq1OEaGtAECgIe4AmerTvr0XqxXhet OWs5cwg/YL19Am1Bj5A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="srIjWmfVKLeOOrS+7Eb/CPe/GiA=">AAAB 73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbCzLkm8Bb14jGAekCxhdjJJhsw+nJkVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xtkkgooWNBRV3XR3+bHgStv2h5VbWV1b38hv Fra2d3b3ivsHLRUlkrImjUQkOz5RTPCQNTXXgnViyUjgC9b2J1eZ375nUvEovNXTmHkBGYV8yCnRRuqIfoqd2RnuF0t2+aJWcdwKssu2XcUOzohT dc9dhI2SoQRLNPrF994goknAQk0FUaqL7Vh7KZGaU8FmhV6iWEzohIxY19CQBEx56fzeGToxygANI2kq1Giufp9ISaDUNPBNZ0D0WP32MvEvr5vo Yc1LeRgnmoV0sWiYCKQjlD2PBlwyqsXUEEIlN7ciOiaSUG0iKpgQvj5F/5OWU8aG37il+uUyjjwcwTGcAoYq1OEaGtAECgIe4AmerTvr0XqxXhet OWs5cwg/YL19Am1Bj5A=</latexit> l12   1




<latexit sha1_base64="2ZDDW1rJ64Q0Or8Ys2L8IBhHNx4 =">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeS c48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg1 1rot0bNBoYjLGGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk 6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03 R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AdWjjYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2ZDDW1rJ64Q0Or8Ys2L8IBhHNx4 =">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeS c48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg1 1rot0bNBoYjLGGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk 6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03 R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AdWjjYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2ZDDW1rJ64Q0Or8Ys2L8IBhHNx4 =">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeS c48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg1 1rot0bNBoYjLGGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk 6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03 R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AdWjjYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2ZDDW1rJ64Q0Or8Ys2L8IBhHNx4 =">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeS c48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg1 1rot0bNBoYjLGGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk 6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03 R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AdWjjYA=</latexit>
(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="i07G1vGq+Jycm/19n/j/Wx9BEWM=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11roteWeDQhGXMcaEEJQB qV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K7/1hxJKAh4ZJqnWP4Ni4KVVGMMln+X6ieUzZhI54z2JIA67ddD7qDJ1aZ4j8SNkXGjR3v3ekNNB6Gni2MqBmrH9nmflX1kuMX3NTEcaJ4SFbfOQnEpkIZXujoVCcGTm1QJkSdlbExlRRZux18vYIX5ui /6FdKRPLN+fFxuXyHDk4hhMoAYEqNOAamtACBiN4gCd4dqTz6Lw4r4vSFWfZcwQ/5Lx9AtcojYE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i07G1vGq+Jycm/19n/j/Wx9BEWM=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11roteWeDQhGXMcaEEJQB qV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K7/1hxJKAh4ZJqnWP4Ni4KVVGMMln+X6ieUzZhI54z2JIA67ddD7qDJ1aZ4j8SNkXGjR3v3ekNNB6Gni2MqBmrH9nmflX1kuMX3NTEcaJ4SFbfOQnEpkIZXujoVCcGTm1QJkSdlbExlRRZux18vYIX5ui /6FdKRPLN+fFxuXyHDk4hhMoAYEqNOAamtACBiN4gCd4dqTz6Lw4r4vSFWfZcwQ/5Lx9AtcojYE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i07G1vGq+Jycm/19n/j/Wx9BEWM=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11roteWeDQhGXMcaEEJQB qV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K7/1hxJKAh4ZJqnWP4Ni4KVVGMMln+X6ieUzZhI54z2JIA67ddD7qDJ1aZ4j8SNkXGjR3v3ekNNB6Gni2MqBmrH9nmflX1kuMX3NTEcaJ4SFbfOQnEpkIZXujoVCcGTm1QJkSdlbExlRRZux18vYIX5ui /6FdKRPLN+fFxuXyHDk4hhMoAYEqNOAamtACBiN4gCd4dqTz6Lw4r4vSFWfZcwQ/5Lx9AtcojYE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i07G1vGq+Jycm/19n/j/Wx9BEWM=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11roteWeDQhGXMcaEEJQB qV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K7/1hxJKAh4ZJqnWP4Ni4KVVGMMln+X6ieUzZhI54z2JIA67ddD7qDJ1aZ4j8SNkXGjR3v3ekNNB6Gni2MqBmrH9nmflX1kuMX3NTEcaJ4SFbfOQnEpkIZXujoVCcGTm1QJkSdlbExlRRZux18vYIX5ui /6FdKRPLN+fFxuXyHDk4hhMoAYEqNOAamtACBiN4gCd4dqTz6Lw4r4vSFWfZcwQ/5Lx9AtcojYE=</latexit>
(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="/NB68L8w9/ERSYdXpxrpsJa5qTI=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rotsbNBoYjLGGNCCMqA VC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03R /9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AditjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/NB68L8w9/ERSYdXpxrpsJa5qTI=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rotsbNBoYjLGGNCCMqA VC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03R /9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AditjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/NB68L8w9/ERSYdXpxrpsJa5qTI=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rotsbNBoYjLGGNCCMqA VC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03R /9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AditjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/NB68L8w9/ERSYdXpxrpsJa5qTI=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rotsbNBoYjLGGNCCMqA VC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03R /9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AditjYI=</latexit>
(d)
<latexit sha1_base64="vJzxT6Ihc4iswx10TWFwnQS 6o7M=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSyWTa0MyFJCOU0kdw40IRtz6RO9/GTFt BRX8IfPz/OeSc4yVSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpOFeMtFstYdT2quRQRbxlhJO8mitPQk7zjja+yvHPP lRZxdGcmCXdDOoxEIBg11rot+WeDQhGXMcaEEJQBqV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K730/ZmnII8Mk1bpHcGLcKVVGMM ln+X6qeULZmA55z2JEQ67d6XzUGTq1jo+CWNkXGTR3v3dMaaj1JPRsZUjNSP/OMvOvrJeaoOZORZSkhkds8VGQSmR ilO2NfKE4M3JigTIl7KyIjaiizNjr5O0RvjZF/0O7UiaWb86LjcvlOXJwDCdQAgJVaMA1NKEFDIbwAE/w7Ejn0XlxX helK86y5wh+yHn7BNoyjYM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vJzxT6Ihc4iswx10TWFwnQS 6o7M=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSyWTa0MyFJCOU0kdw40IRtz6RO9/GTFt BRX8IfPz/OeSc4yVSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpOFeMtFstYdT2quRQRbxlhJO8mitPQk7zjja+yvHPP lRZxdGcmCXdDOoxEIBg11rot+WeDQhGXMcaEEJQBqV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K730/ZmnII8Mk1bpHcGLcKVVGMM ln+X6qeULZmA55z2JEQ67d6XzUGTq1jo+CWNkXGTR3v3dMaaj1JPRsZUjNSP/OMvOvrJeaoOZORZSkhkds8VGQSmR ilO2NfKE4M3JigTIl7KyIjaiizNjr5O0RvjZF/0O7UiaWb86LjcvlOXJwDCdQAgJVaMA1NKEFDIbwAE/w7Ejn0XlxX helK86y5wh+yHn7BNoyjYM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vJzxT6Ihc4iswx10TWFwnQS 6o7M=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSyWTa0MyFJCOU0kdw40IRtz6RO9/GTFt BRX8IfPz/OeSc4yVSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpOFeMtFstYdT2quRQRbxlhJO8mitPQk7zjja+yvHPP lRZxdGcmCXdDOoxEIBg11rot+WeDQhGXMcaEEJQBqV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K730/ZmnII8Mk1bpHcGLcKVVGMM ln+X6qeULZmA55z2JEQ67d6XzUGTq1jo+CWNkXGTR3v3dMaaj1JPRsZUjNSP/OMvOvrJeaoOZORZSkhkds8VGQSmR ilO2NfKE4M3JigTIl7KyIjaiizNjr5O0RvjZF/0O7UiaWb86LjcvlOXJwDCdQAgJVaMA1NKEFDIbwAE/w7Ejn0XlxX helK86y5wh+yHn7BNoyjYM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vJzxT6Ihc4iswx10TWFwnQS 6o7M=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSyWTa0MyFJCOU0kdw40IRtz6RO9/GTFt BRX8IfPz/OeSc4yVSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpOFeMtFstYdT2quRQRbxlhJO8mitPQk7zjja+yvHPP lRZxdGcmCXdDOoxEIBg11rot+WeDQhGXMcaEEJQBqV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K730/ZmnII8Mk1bpHcGLcKVVGMM ln+X6qeULZmA55z2JEQ67d6XzUGTq1jo+CWNkXGTR3v3dMaaj1JPRsZUjNSP/OMvOvrJeaoOZORZSkhkds8VGQSmR ilO2NfKE4M3JigTIl7KyIjaiizNjr5O0RvjZF/0O7UiaWb86LjcvlOXJwDCdQAgJVaMA1NKEFDIbwAE/w7Ejn0XlxX helK86y5wh+yHn7BNoyjYM=</latexit>
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l12 + 1
<latexit sha1_base64="CEMEGGXq+ju6MdbDohbvHNRvvVw=">AAAB73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFnXZJ4C3rxGME8IFnC7GSSDJl9 ODMrhCU/4cWDIl79HW/+jbNJBBUtaCiquunu8mPBlbbtDyu3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcPWipKJGVNGolIdnyimOAha2quBevEkpHAF6ztT64yv33PpOJReKunMfMCMgr5kFOijdQR/RQ7szPcL5bs8kWt4rgVZJdtu4odnBGn6p67CBslQwmWaPSL771BRJOAhZoKolQX27H2UiI1p4LNCr1EsZjQCRmx rqEhCZjy0vm9M3RilAEaRtJUqNFc/T6RkkCpaeCbzoDosfrtZeJfXjfRw5qX8jBONAvpYtEwEUhHKHseDbhkVIupIYRKbm5FdEwkodpEVDAhfH2K/ictp4wNv3FL9ctlHHk4gmM4BQxVqMM1NKAJFAQ8wBM8W3fWo/VivS5ac9Zy5hB+wHr7BGo3j44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CEMEGGXq+ju6MdbDohbvHNRvvVw=">AAAB73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFnXZJ4C3rxGME8IFnC7GSSDJl9 ODMrhCU/4cWDIl79HW/+jbNJBBUtaCiquunu8mPBlbbtDyu3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcPWipKJGVNGolIdnyimOAha2quBevEkpHAF6ztT64yv33PpOJReKunMfMCMgr5kFOijdQR/RQ7szPcL5bs8kWt4rgVZJdtu4odnBGn6p67CBslQwmWaPSL771BRJOAhZoKolQX27H2UiI1p4LNCr1EsZjQCRmx rqEhCZjy0vm9M3RilAEaRtJUqNFc/T6RkkCpaeCbzoDosfrtZeJfXjfRw5qX8jBONAvpYtEwEUhHKHseDbhkVIupIYRKbm5FdEwkodpEVDAhfH2K/ictp4wNv3FL9ctlHHk4gmM4BQxVqMM1NKAJFAQ8wBM8W3fWo/VivS5ac9Zy5hB+wHr7BGo3j44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CEMEGGXq+ju6MdbDohbvHNRvvVw=">AAAB73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFnXZJ4C3rxGME8IFnC7GSSDJl9 ODMrhCU/4cWDIl79HW/+jbNJBBUtaCiquunu8mPBlbbtDyu3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcPWipKJGVNGolIdnyimOAha2quBevEkpHAF6ztT64yv33PpOJReKunMfMCMgr5kFOijdQR/RQ7szPcL5bs8kWt4rgVZJdtu4odnBGn6p67CBslQwmWaPSL771BRJOAhZoKolQX27H2UiI1p4LNCr1EsZjQCRmx rqEhCZjy0vm9M3RilAEaRtJUqNFc/T6RkkCpaeCbzoDosfrtZeJfXjfRw5qX8jBONAvpYtEwEUhHKHseDbhkVIupIYRKbm5FdEwkodpEVDAhfH2K/ictp4wNv3FL9ctlHHk4gmM4BQxVqMM1NKAJFAQ8wBM8W3fWo/VivS5ac9Zy5hB+wHr7BGo3j44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CEMEGGXq+ju6MdbDohbvHNRvvVw=">AAAB73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFnXZJ4C3rxGME8IFnC7GSSDJl9 ODMrhCU/4cWDIl79HW/+jbNJBBUtaCiquunu8mPBlbbtDyu3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcPWipKJGVNGolIdnyimOAha2quBevEkpHAF6ztT64yv33PpOJReKunMfMCMgr5kFOijdQR/RQ7szPcL5bs8kWt4rgVZJdtu4odnBGn6p67CBslQwmWaPSL771BRJOAhZoKolQX27H2UiI1p4LNCr1EsZjQCRmx rqEhCZjy0vm9M3RilAEaRtJUqNFc/T6RkkCpaeCbzoDosfrtZeJfXjfRw5qX8jBONAvpYtEwEUhHKHseDbhkVIupIYRKbm5FdEwkodpEVDAhfH2K/ictp4wNv3FL9ctlHHk4gmM4BQxVqMM1NKAJFAQ8wBM8W3fWo/VivS5ac9Zy5hB+wHr7BGo3j44=</latexit>
l12   1
<latexit sha1_base64="srIjWmfVKLeOOrS+7Eb/CPe/GiA=">AAAB 73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbCzLkm8Bb14jGAekCxhdjJJhsw+nJkVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xtkkgooWNBRV3XR3+bHgStv2h5VbWV1b38hv Fra2d3b3ivsHLRUlkrImjUQkOz5RTPCQNTXXgnViyUjgC9b2J1eZ375nUvEovNXTmHkBGYV8yCnRRuqIfoqd2RnuF0t2+aJWcdwKssu2XcUOzohT dc9dhI2SoQRLNPrF994goknAQk0FUaqL7Vh7KZGaU8FmhV6iWEzohIxY19CQBEx56fzeGToxygANI2kq1Giufp9ISaDUNPBNZ0D0WP32MvEvr5vo Yc1LeRgnmoV0sWiYCKQjlD2PBlwyqsXUEEIlN7ciOiaSUG0iKpgQvj5F/5OWU8aG37il+uUyjjwcwTGcAoYq1OEaGtAECgIe4AmerTvr0XqxXhet OWs5cwg/YL19Am1Bj5A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="srIjWmfVKLeOOrS+7Eb/CPe/GiA=">AAAB 73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbCzLkm8Bb14jGAekCxhdjJJhsw+nJkVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xtkkgooWNBRV3XR3+bHgStv2h5VbWV1b38hv Fra2d3b3ivsHLRUlkrImjUQkOz5RTPCQNTXXgnViyUjgC9b2J1eZ375nUvEovNXTmHkBGYV8yCnRRuqIfoqd2RnuF0t2+aJWcdwKssu2XcUOzohT dc9dhI2SoQRLNPrF994goknAQk0FUaqL7Vh7KZGaU8FmhV6iWEzohIxY19CQBEx56fzeGToxygANI2kq1Giufp9ISaDUNPBNZ0D0WP32MvEvr5vo Yc1LeRgnmoV0sWiYCKQjlD2PBlwyqsXUEEIlN7ciOiaSUG0iKpgQvj5F/5OWU8aG37il+uUyjjwcwTGcAoYq1OEaGtAECgIe4AmerTvr0XqxXhet OWs5cwg/YL19Am1Bj5A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="srIjWmfVKLeOOrS+7Eb/CPe/GiA=">AAAB 73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbCzLkm8Bb14jGAekCxhdjJJhsw+nJkVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xtkkgooWNBRV3XR3+bHgStv2h5VbWV1b38hv Fra2d3b3ivsHLRUlkrImjUQkOz5RTPCQNTXXgnViyUjgC9b2J1eZ375nUvEovNXTmHkBGYV8yCnRRuqIfoqd2RnuF0t2+aJWcdwKssu2XcUOzohT dc9dhI2SoQRLNPrF994goknAQk0FUaqL7Vh7KZGaU8FmhV6iWEzohIxY19CQBEx56fzeGToxygANI2kq1Giufp9ISaDUNPBNZ0D0WP32MvEvr5vo Yc1LeRgnmoV0sWiYCKQjlD2PBlwyqsXUEEIlN7ciOiaSUG0iKpgQvj5F/5OWU8aG37il+uUyjjwcwTGcAoYq1OEaGtAECgIe4AmerTvr0XqxXhet OWs5cwg/YL19Am1Bj5A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="srIjWmfVKLeOOrS+7Eb/CPe/GiA=">AAAB 73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbCzLkm8Bb14jGAekCxhdjJJhsw+nJkVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xtkkgooWNBRV3XR3+bHgStv2h5VbWV1b38hv Fra2d3b3ivsHLRUlkrImjUQkOz5RTPCQNTXXgnViyUjgC9b2J1eZ375nUvEovNXTmHkBGYV8yCnRRuqIfoqd2RnuF0t2+aJWcdwKssu2XcUOzohT dc9dhI2SoQRLNPrF994goknAQk0FUaqL7Vh7KZGaU8FmhV6iWEzohIxY19CQBEx56fzeGToxygANI2kq1Giufp9ISaDUNPBNZ0D0WP32MvEvr5vo Yc1LeRgnmoV0sWiYCKQjlD2PBlwyqsXUEEIlN7ciOiaSUG0iKpgQvj5F/5OWU8aG37il+uUyjjwcwTGcAoYq1OEaGtAECgIe4AmerTvr0XqxXhet OWs5cwg/YL19Am1Bj5A=</latexit> l12   1




<latexit sha1_base64="2ZDDW1rJ64Q0Or8Ys2L8IBhHNx4 =">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeS c48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg1 1rot0bNBoYjLGGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk 6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03 R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AdWjjYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2ZDDW1rJ64Q0Or8Ys2L8IBhHNx4 =">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeS c48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg1 1rot0bNBoYjLGGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk 6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03 R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AdWjjYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2ZDDW1rJ64Q0Or8Ys2L8IBhHNx4 =">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeS c48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg1 1rot0bNBoYjLGGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk 6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03 R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AdWjjYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2ZDDW1rJ64Q0Or8Ys2L8IBhHNx4 =">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeS c48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg1 1rot0bNBoYjLGGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk 6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03 R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AdWjjYA=</latexit>
(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="i07G1vGq+Jycm/19n/j/Wx9BEWM=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11roteWeDQhGXMcaEEJQB qV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K7/1hxJKAh4ZJqnWP4Ni4KVVGMMln+X6ieUzZhI54z2JIA67ddD7qDJ1aZ4j8SNkXGjR3v3ekNNB6Gni2MqBmrH9nmflX1kuMX3NTEcaJ4SFbfOQnEpkIZXujoVCcGTm1QJkSdlbExlRRZux18vYIX5ui /6FdKRPLN+fFxuXyHDk4hhMoAYEqNOAamtACBiN4gCd4dqTz6Lw4r4vSFWfZcwQ/5Lx9AtcojYE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i07G1vGq+Jycm/19n/j/Wx9BEWM=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11roteWeDQhGXMcaEEJQB qV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K7/1hxJKAh4ZJqnWP4Ni4KVVGMMln+X6ieUzZhI54z2JIA67ddD7qDJ1aZ4j8SNkXGjR3v3ekNNB6Gni2MqBmrH9nmflX1kuMX3NTEcaJ4SFbfOQnEpkIZXujoVCcGTm1QJkSdlbExlRRZux18vYIX5ui /6FdKRPLN+fFxuXyHDk4hhMoAYEqNOAamtACBiN4gCd4dqTz6Lw4r4vSFWfZcwQ/5Lx9AtcojYE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i07G1vGq+Jycm/19n/j/Wx9BEWM=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11roteWeDQhGXMcaEEJQB qV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K7/1hxJKAh4ZJqnWP4Ni4KVVGMMln+X6ieUzZhI54z2JIA67ddD7qDJ1aZ4j8SNkXGjR3v3ekNNB6Gni2MqBmrH9nmflX1kuMX3NTEcaJ4SFbfOQnEpkIZXujoVCcGTm1QJkSdlbExlRRZux18vYIX5ui /6FdKRPLN+fFxuXyHDk4hhMoAYEqNOAamtACBiN4gCd4dqTz6Lw4r4vSFWfZcwQ/5Lx9AtcojYE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i07G1vGq+Jycm/19n/j/Wx9BEWM=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11roteWeDQhGXMcaEEJQB qV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K7/1hxJKAh4ZJqnWP4Ni4KVVGMMln+X6ieUzZhI54z2JIA67ddD7qDJ1aZ4j8SNkXGjR3v3ekNNB6Gni2MqBmrH9nmflX1kuMX3NTEcaJ4SFbfOQnEpkIZXujoVCcGTm1QJkSdlbExlRRZux18vYIX5ui /6FdKRPLN+fFxuXyHDk4hhMoAYEqNOAamtACBiN4gCd4dqTz6Lw4r4vSFWfZcwQ/5Lx9AtcojYE=</latexit>
(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="/NB68L8w9/ERSYdXpxrpsJa5qTI=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rotsbNBoYjLGGNCCMqA VC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03R /9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AditjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/NB68L8w9/ERSYdXpxrpsJa5qTI=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rotsbNBoYjLGGNCCMqA VC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03R /9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AditjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/NB68L8w9/ERSYdXpxrpsJa5qTI=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rotsbNBoYjLGGNCCMqA VC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03R /9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AditjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/NB68L8w9/ERSYdXpxrpsJa5qTI=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rotsbNBoYjLGGNCCMqA VC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03R /9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AditjYI=</latexit>
(d)
<latexit sha1_base64="vJzxT6Ihc4iswx10TWFwnQS 6o7M=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSyWTa0MyFJCOU0kdw40IRtz6RO9/GTFt BRX8IfPz/OeSc4yVSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpOFeMtFstYdT2quRQRbxlhJO8mitPQk7zjja+yvHPP lRZxdGcmCXdDOoxEIBg11rot+WeDQhGXMcaEEJQBqV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K730/ZmnII8Mk1bpHcGLcKVVGMM ln+X6qeULZmA55z2JEQ67d6XzUGTq1jo+CWNkXGTR3v3dMaaj1JPRsZUjNSP/OMvOvrJeaoOZORZSkhkds8VGQSmR ilO2NfKE4M3JigTIl7KyIjaiizNjr5O0RvjZF/0O7UiaWb86LjcvlOXJwDCdQAgJVaMA1NKEFDIbwAE/w7Ejn0XlxX helK86y5wh+yHn7BNoyjYM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vJzxT6Ihc4iswx10TWFwnQS 6o7M=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSyWTa0MyFJCOU0kdw40IRtz6RO9/GTFt BRX8IfPz/OeSc4yVSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpOFeMtFstYdT2quRQRbxlhJO8mitPQk7zjja+yvHPP lRZxdGcmCXdDOoxEIBg11rot+WeDQhGXMcaEEJQBqV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K730/ZmnII8Mk1bpHcGLcKVVGMM ln+X6qeULZmA55z2JEQ67d6XzUGTq1jo+CWNkXGTR3v3dMaaj1JPRsZUjNSP/OMvOvrJeaoOZORZSkhkds8VGQSmR ilO2NfKE4M3JigTIl7KyIjaiizNjr5O0RvjZF/0O7UiaWb86LjcvlOXJwDCdQAgJVaMA1NKEFDIbwAE/w7Ejn0XlxX helK86y5wh+yHn7BNoyjYM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vJzxT6Ihc4iswx10TWFwnQS 6o7M=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSyWTa0MyFJCOU0kdw40IRtz6RO9/GTFt BRX8IfPz/OeSc4yVSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpOFeMtFstYdT2quRQRbxlhJO8mitPQk7zjja+yvHPP lRZxdGcmCXdDOoxEIBg11rot+WeDQhGXMcaEEJQBqV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K730/ZmnII8Mk1bpHcGLcKVVGMM ln+X6qeULZmA55z2JEQ67d6XzUGTq1jo+CWNkXGTR3v3dMaaj1JPRsZUjNSP/OMvOvrJeaoOZORZSkhkds8VGQSmR ilO2NfKE4M3JigTIl7KyIjaiizNjr5O0RvjZF/0O7UiaWb86LjcvlOXJwDCdQAgJVaMA1NKEFDIbwAE/w7Ejn0XlxX helK86y5wh+yHn7BNoyjYM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vJzxT6Ihc4iswx10TWFwnQS 6o7M=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSyWTa0MyFJCOU0kdw40IRtz6RO9/GTFt BRX8IfPz/OeSc4yVSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpOFeMtFstYdT2quRQRbxlhJO8mitPQk7zjja+yvHPP lRZxdGcmCXdDOoxEIBg11rot+WeDQhGXMcaEEJQBqV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K730/ZmnII8Mk1bpHcGLcKVVGMM ln+X6qeULZmA55z2JEQ67d6XzUGTq1jo+CWNkXGTR3v3dMaaj1JPRsZUjNSP/OMvOvrJeaoOZORZSkhkds8VGQSmR ilO2NfKE4M3JigTIl7KyIjaiizNjr5O0RvjZF/0O7UiaWb86LjcvlOXJwDCdQAgJVaMA1NKEFDIbwAE/w7Ejn0XlxX helK86y5wh+yHn7BNoyjYM=</latexit>
(e)





















<latexit sha1_base64="Wv9hYeLjUkjC5xW/0tqhKM+IZ2k=">AAAB7 XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkMbb0VvXisYD+gDWWz3bRrN9mwuxFK6H/w4kERr/4fb/4bN20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0rb9Ya2srq1vbBa2i ts7u3v7pYPDthKpJLRFBBeyG2BFOYtpSzPNaTeRFEcBp51gcpX7nXsqFRPxrZ4m1I/wKGYhI1gbqc0HmePOBqWyXbmoV12viuyKbdcc18mJW/POPe QYJUcZlmgOSu/9oSBpRGNNOFaq59iJ9jMsNSOczor9VNEEkwke0Z6hMY6o8rP5tTN0apQhCoU0FWs0V79PZDhSahoFpjPCeqx+e7n4l9dLdVj3MxY nqaYxWSwKU460QPnraMgkJZpPDcFEMnMrImMsMdEmoKIJ4etT9D9puxXH8Buv3LhcxlGAYziBM3CgBg24hia0gMAdPMATPFvCerRerNdF64q1nDm CH7DePgGQY48e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wv9hYeLjUkjC5xW/0tqhKM+IZ2k=">AAAB7 XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkMbb0VvXisYD+gDWWz3bRrN9mwuxFK6H/w4kERr/4fb/4bN20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0rb9Ya2srq1vbBa2i ts7u3v7pYPDthKpJLRFBBeyG2BFOYtpSzPNaTeRFEcBp51gcpX7nXsqFRPxrZ4m1I/wKGYhI1gbqc0HmePOBqWyXbmoV12viuyKbdcc18mJW/POPe QYJUcZlmgOSu/9oSBpRGNNOFaq59iJ9jMsNSOczor9VNEEkwke0Z6hMY6o8rP5tTN0apQhCoU0FWs0V79PZDhSahoFpjPCeqx+e7n4l9dLdVj3MxY nqaYxWSwKU460QPnraMgkJZpPDcFEMnMrImMsMdEmoKIJ4etT9D9puxXH8Buv3LhcxlGAYziBM3CgBg24hia0gMAdPMATPFvCerRerNdF64q1nDm CH7DePgGQY48e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wv9hYeLjUkjC5xW/0tqhKM+IZ2k=">AAAB7 XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkMbb0VvXisYD+gDWWz3bRrN9mwuxFK6H/w4kERr/4fb/4bN20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0rb9Ya2srq1vbBa2i ts7u3v7pYPDthKpJLRFBBeyG2BFOYtpSzPNaTeRFEcBp51gcpX7nXsqFRPxrZ4m1I/wKGYhI1gbqc0HmePOBqWyXbmoV12viuyKbdcc18mJW/POPe QYJUcZlmgOSu/9oSBpRGNNOFaq59iJ9jMsNSOczor9VNEEkwke0Z6hMY6o8rP5tTN0apQhCoU0FWs0V79PZDhSahoFpjPCeqx+e7n4l9dLdVj3MxY nqaYxWSwKU460QPnraMgkJZpPDcFEMnMrImMsMdEmoKIJ4etT9D9puxXH8Buv3LhcxlGAYziBM3CgBg24hia0gMAdPMATPFvCerRerNdF64q1nDm CH7DePgGQY48e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ck8pdC+ekZH4nUmSP+ZG7r8lEyk=">AAAB2 XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfN fzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUc UNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYk JN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odOn4MoA7ncAFXEMIN3MEDdKALAhJ4hXdv4r15H6uuat66tDP4I+/zBzjGijg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mgZANueyQQHl1zGW+j1Pk3lEfAw=">AAAB4 nicbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVatbN8EiuCoz3ehScOOygn1AO5RMmmlj8xiSO0IZ+h/cuFDEH+XOf2P6WGj1QODjnITce5JMCodh+BWUtrZ3dvfK+5WD6 uHRce2k2nEmt4y3mZHG9hLquBSat1Gg5L3McqoSybvJ9HaRd5+4dcLoB5xlPFZ0rEUqGEVvdeSwiJrzYa0eNsKlyF+I1lCHtVrD2udgZFiuuEYmqX P9KMwwLqhFwSSfVwa54xllUzrmfY+aKu7iYjntnFx4Z0RSY/3RSJbuzxcFVc7NVOJvKooTt5ktzP+yfo7pdVwIneXINVt9lOaSoCGL1clIWM5Qzjx QZoWflbAJtZShL6jiS4g2V/4LnWYj8nwfQhnO4BwuIYIruIE7aEEbGDzCM7zCW2CCl+B9VVcpWPd2Cr8UfHwDB/SNhA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eALAHmZFuVAvXtUekE73hoWGP2Q=">AAAB4 nicdZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcFVmxtLWneDGZQX7A+1QMmmmjc0kQ5IRytB3cONCER/KnW9jpq2gogcCH+ck5N4TJpxp47ofTmFjc2t7p7hb2 ivvHxxWjspdLVNFaIdILlU/xJpyJmjHMMNpP1EUxyGnvXB2nee9B6o0k+LOzBMaxHgiWMQINtbq8lHm+YtRperWLlsNv95Abs11m57v5eA36xd15F knVxXWao8q78OxJGlMhSEcaz3w3MQEGVaGEU4XpWGqaYLJDE/owKLAMdVBtpx2gc6sM0aRVPYIg5bu9xcZjrWex6G9GWMz1b+z3PwrG6QmagUZE0l qqCCrj6KUIyNRvjoaM0WJ4XMLmChmZ0VkihUmxhZUsiV8bYr+h65f8yzfulCEEziFc/CgCVdwA23oAIF7eIRneHGk8+S8ruoqOOvejuGHnLdPZS2 Nxg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNR8VM+BNtWrzSBVJI7jN7b9KIA=">AAAB7 XicdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4Ktm1tPVW9OKxgv2AdinZNG1js9klyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4bs20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5QSy4Nhh/OCura+sbm7mt/ PbO7t5+4eCwpaNEUdakkYhUJyCaCS5Z03AjWCdWjISBYO1gcpX57XumNI/krZnGzA/JSPIhp8RYqSX6qevN+oUiLl3UKl65gnAJ46rruRnxquXzMn KtkqEISzT6hffeIKJJyKShgmjddXFs/JQow6lgs3wv0SwmdEJGrGupJCHTfjq/doZOrTJAw0jZkgbN1e8TKQm1noaB7QyJGevfXib+5XUTM6z5KZd xYpiki0XDRCAToex1NOCKUSOmlhCquL0V0TFRhBobUN6G8PUp+p+0vJJr+Q0u1i+XceTgGE7gDFyoQh2uoQFNoHAHD/AEz07kPDovzuuidcVZzhz BDzhvn48jjxo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wv9hYeLjUkjC5xW/0tqhKM+IZ2k=">AAAB7 XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkMbb0VvXisYD+gDWWz3bRrN9mwuxFK6H/w4kERr/4fb/4bN20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0rb9Ya2srq1vbBa2i ts7u3v7pYPDthKpJLRFBBeyG2BFOYtpSzPNaTeRFEcBp51gcpX7nXsqFRPxrZ4m1I/wKGYhI1gbqc0HmePOBqWyXbmoV12viuyKbdcc18mJW/POPe QYJUcZlmgOSu/9oSBpRGNNOFaq59iJ9jMsNSOczor9VNEEkwke0Z6hMY6o8rP5tTN0apQhCoU0FWs0V79PZDhSahoFpjPCeqx+e7n4l9dLdVj3MxY nqaYxWSwKU460QPnraMgkJZpPDcFEMnMrImMsMdEmoKIJ4etT9D9puxXH8Buv3LhcxlGAYziBM3CgBg24hia0gMAdPMATPFvCerRerNdF64q1nDm CH7DePgGQY48e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wv9hYeLjUkjC5xW/0tqhKM+IZ2k=">AAAB7 XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkMbb0VvXisYD+gDWWz3bRrN9mwuxFK6H/w4kERr/4fb/4bN20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0rb9Ya2srq1vbBa2i ts7u3v7pYPDthKpJLRFBBeyG2BFOYtpSzPNaTeRFEcBp51gcpX7nXsqFRPxrZ4m1I/wKGYhI1gbqc0HmePOBqWyXbmoV12viuyKbdcc18mJW/POPe QYJUcZlmgOSu/9oSBpRGNNOFaq59iJ9jMsNSOczor9VNEEkwke0Z6hMY6o8rP5tTN0apQhCoU0FWs0V79PZDhSahoFpjPCeqx+e7n4l9dLdVj3MxY nqaYxWSwKU460QPnraMgkJZpPDcFEMnMrImMsMdEmoKIJ4etT9D9puxXH8Buv3LhcxlGAYziBM3CgBg24hia0gMAdPMATPFvCerRerNdF64q1nDm CH7DePgGQY48e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wv9hYeLjUkjC5xW/0tqhKM+IZ2k=">AAAB7 XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkMbb0VvXisYD+gDWWz3bRrN9mwuxFK6H/w4kERr/4fb/4bN20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0rb9Ya2srq1vbBa2i ts7u3v7pYPDthKpJLRFBBeyG2BFOYtpSzPNaTeRFEcBp51gcpX7nXsqFRPxrZ4m1I/wKGYhI1gbqc0HmePOBqWyXbmoV12viuyKbdcc18mJW/POPe QYJUcZlmgOSu/9oSBpRGNNOFaq59iJ9jMsNSOczor9VNEEkwke0Z6hMY6o8rP5tTN0apQhCoU0FWs0V79PZDhSahoFpjPCeqx+e7n4l9dLdVj3MxY nqaYxWSwKU460QPnraMgkJZpPDcFEMnMrImMsMdEmoKIJ4etT9D9puxXH8Buv3LhcxlGAYziBM3CgBg24hia0gMAdPMATPFvCerRerNdF64q1nDm CH7DePgGQY48e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wv9hYeLjUkjC5xW/0tqhKM+IZ2k=">AAAB7 XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkMbb0VvXisYD+gDWWz3bRrN9mwuxFK6H/w4kERr/4fb/4bN20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0rb9Ya2srq1vbBa2i ts7u3v7pYPDthKpJLRFBBeyG2BFOYtpSzPNaTeRFEcBp51gcpX7nXsqFRPxrZ4m1I/wKGYhI1gbqc0HmePOBqWyXbmoV12viuyKbdcc18mJW/POPe QYJUcZlmgOSu/9oSBpRGNNOFaq59iJ9jMsNSOczor9VNEEkwke0Z6hMY6o8rP5tTN0apQhCoU0FWs0V79PZDhSahoFpjPCeqx+e7n4l9dLdVj3MxY nqaYxWSwKU460QPnraMgkJZpPDcFEMnMrImMsMdEmoKIJ4etT9D9puxXH8Buv3LhcxlGAYziBM3CgBg24hia0gMAdPMATPFvCerRerNdF64q1nDm CH7DePgGQY48e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wv9hYeLjUkjC5xW/0tqhKM+IZ2k=">AAAB7 XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkMbb0VvXisYD+gDWWz3bRrN9mwuxFK6H/w4kERr/4fb/4bN20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0rb9Ya2srq1vbBa2i ts7u3v7pYPDthKpJLRFBBeyG2BFOYtpSzPNaTeRFEcBp51gcpX7nXsqFRPxrZ4m1I/wKGYhI1gbqc0HmePOBqWyXbmoV12viuyKbdcc18mJW/POPe QYJUcZlmgOSu/9oSBpRGNNOFaq59iJ9jMsNSOczor9VNEEkwke0Z6hMY6o8rP5tTN0apQhCoU0FWs0V79PZDhSahoFpjPCeqx+e7n4l9dLdVj3MxY nqaYxWSwKU460QPnraMgkJZpPDcFEMnMrImMsMdEmoKIJ4etT9D9puxXH8Buv3LhcxlGAYziBM3CgBg24hia0gMAdPMATPFvCerRerNdF64q1nDm CH7DePgGQY48e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ck8pdC+ekZH4nUmSP+ZG7r8lEyk=">AAAB2 XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfN fzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUc UNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYk JN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odOn4MoA7ncAFXEMIN3MEDdKALAhJ4hXdv4r15H6uuat66tDP4I+/zBzjGijg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mgZANueyQQHl1zGW+j1Pk3lEfAw=">AAAB4 nicbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVatbN8EiuCoz3ehScOOygn1AO5RMmmlj8xiSO0IZ+h/cuFDEH+XOf2P6WGj1QODjnITce5JMCodh+BWUtrZ3dvfK+5WD6 uHRce2k2nEmt4y3mZHG9hLquBSat1Gg5L3McqoSybvJ9HaRd5+4dcLoB5xlPFZ0rEUqGEVvdeSwiJrzYa0eNsKlyF+I1lCHtVrD2udgZFiuuEYmqX P9KMwwLqhFwSSfVwa54xllUzrmfY+aKu7iYjntnFx4Z0RSY/3RSJbuzxcFVc7NVOJvKooTt5ktzP+yfo7pdVwIneXINVt9lOaSoCGL1clIWM5Qzjx QZoWflbAJtZShL6jiS4g2V/4LnWYj8nwfQhnO4BwuIYIruIE7aEEbGDzCM7zCW2CCl+B9VVcpWPd2Cr8UfHwDB/SNhA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eALAHmZFuVAvXtUekE73hoWGP2Q=">AAAB4 nicdZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcFVmxtLWneDGZQX7A+1QMmmmjc0kQ5IRytB3cONCER/KnW9jpq2gogcCH+ck5N4TJpxp47ofTmFjc2t7p7hb2 ivvHxxWjspdLVNFaIdILlU/xJpyJmjHMMNpP1EUxyGnvXB2nee9B6o0k+LOzBMaxHgiWMQINtbq8lHm+YtRperWLlsNv95Abs11m57v5eA36xd15F knVxXWao8q78OxJGlMhSEcaz3w3MQEGVaGEU4XpWGqaYLJDE/owKLAMdVBtpx2gc6sM0aRVPYIg5bu9xcZjrWex6G9GWMz1b+z3PwrG6QmagUZE0l qqCCrj6KUIyNRvjoaM0WJ4XMLmChmZ0VkihUmxhZUsiV8bYr+h65f8yzfulCEEziFc/CgCVdwA23oAIF7eIRneHGk8+S8ruoqOOvejuGHnLdPZS2 Nxg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNR8VM+BNtWrzSBVJI7jN7b9KIA=">AAAB7 XicdVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4Ktm1tPVW9OKxgv2AdinZNG1js9klyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4bs20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5QSy4Nhh/OCura+sbm7mt/ PbO7t5+4eCwpaNEUdakkYhUJyCaCS5Z03AjWCdWjISBYO1gcpX57XumNI/krZnGzA/JSPIhp8RYqSX6qevN+oUiLl3UKl65gnAJ46rruRnxquXzMn KtkqEISzT6hffeIKJJyKShgmjddXFs/JQow6lgs3wv0SwmdEJGrGupJCHTfjq/doZOrTJAw0jZkgbN1e8TKQm1noaB7QyJGevfXib+5XUTM6z5KZd xYpiki0XDRCAToex1NOCKUSOmlhCquL0V0TFRhBobUN6G8PUp+p+0vJJr+Q0u1i+XceTgGE7gDFyoQh2uoQFNoHAHD/AEz07kPDovzuuidcVZzhz BDzhvn48jjxo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wv9hYeLjUkjC5xW/0tqhKM+IZ2k=">AAAB7 XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkMbb0VvXisYD+gDWWz3bRrN9mwuxFK6H/w4kERr/4fb/4bN20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0rb9Ya2srq1vbBa2i ts7u3v7pYPDthKpJLRFBBeyG2BFOYtpSzPNaTeRFEcBp51gcpX7nXsqFRPxrZ4m1I/wKGYhI1gbqc0HmePOBqWyXbmoV12viuyKbdcc18mJW/POPe QYJUcZlmgOSu/9oSBpRGNNOFaq59iJ9jMsNSOczor9VNEEkwke0Z6hMY6o8rP5tTN0apQhCoU0FWs0V79PZDhSahoFpjPCeqx+e7n4l9dLdVj3MxY nqaYxWSwKU460QPnraMgkJZpPDcFEMnMrImMsMdEmoKIJ4etT9D9puxXH8Buv3LhcxlGAYziBM3CgBg24hia0gMAdPMATPFvCerRerNdF64q1nDm CH7DePgGQY48e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wv9hYeLjUkjC5xW/0tqhKM+IZ2k=">AAAB7 XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkMbb0VvXisYD+gDWWz3bRrN9mwuxFK6H/w4kERr/4fb/4bN20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0rb9Ya2srq1vbBa2i ts7u3v7pYPDthKpJLRFBBeyG2BFOYtpSzPNaTeRFEcBp51gcpX7nXsqFRPxrZ4m1I/wKGYhI1gbqc0HmePOBqWyXbmoV12viuyKbdcc18mJW/POPe QYJUcZlmgOSu/9oSBpRGNNOFaq59iJ9jMsNSOczor9VNEEkwke0Z6hMY6o8rP5tTN0apQhCoU0FWs0V79PZDhSahoFpjPCeqx+e7n4l9dLdVj3MxY nqaYxWSwKU460QPnraMgkJZpPDcFEMnMrImMsMdEmoKIJ4etT9D9puxXH8Buv3LhcxlGAYziBM3CgBg24hia0gMAdPMATPFvCerRerNdF64q1nDm CH7DePgGQY48e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wv9hYeLjUkjC5xW/0tqhKM+IZ2k=">AAAB7 XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkMbb0VvXisYD+gDWWz3bRrN9mwuxFK6H/w4kERr/4fb/4bN20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0rb9Ya2srq1vbBa2i ts7u3v7pYPDthKpJLRFBBeyG2BFOYtpSzPNaTeRFEcBp51gcpX7nXsqFRPxrZ4m1I/wKGYhI1gbqc0HmePOBqWyXbmoV12viuyKbdcc18mJW/POPe QYJUcZlmgOSu/9oSBpRGNNOFaq59iJ9jMsNSOczor9VNEEkwke0Z6hMY6o8rP5tTN0apQhCoU0FWs0V79PZDhSahoFpjPCeqx+e7n4l9dLdVj3MxY nqaYxWSwKU460QPnraMgkJZpPDcFEMnMrImMsMdEmoKIJ4etT9D9puxXH8Buv3LhcxlGAYziBM3CgBg24hia0gMAdPMATPFvCerRerNdF64q1nDm CH7DePgGQY48e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wv9hYeLjUkjC5xW/0tqhKM+IZ2k=">AAAB7 XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkMbb0VvXisYD+gDWWz3bRrN9mwuxFK6H/w4kERr/4fb/4bN20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0rb9Ya2srq1vbBa2i ts7u3v7pYPDthKpJLRFBBeyG2BFOYtpSzPNaTeRFEcBp51gcpX7nXsqFRPxrZ4m1I/wKGYhI1gbqc0HmePOBqWyXbmoV12viuyKbdcc18mJW/POPe QYJUcZlmgOSu/9oSBpRGNNOFaq59iJ9jMsNSOczor9VNEEkwke0Z6hMY6o8rP5tTN0apQhCoU0FWs0V79PZDhSahoFpjPCeqx+e7n4l9dLdVj3MxY nqaYxWSwKU460QPnraMgkJZpPDcFEMnMrImMsMdEmoKIJ4etT9D9puxXH8Buv3LhcxlGAYziBM3CgBg24hia0gMAdPMATPFvCerRerNdF64q1nDm CH7DePgGQY48e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wv9hYeLjUkjC5xW/0tqhKM+IZ2k=">AAAB7 XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkMbb0VvXisYD+gDWWz3bRrN9mwuxFK6H/w4kERr/4fb/4bN20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0rb9Ya2srq1vbBa2i ts7u3v7pYPDthKpJLRFBBeyG2BFOYtpSzPNaTeRFEcBp51gcpX7nXsqFRPxrZ4m1I/wKGYhI1gbqc0HmePOBqWyXbmoV12viuyKbdcc18mJW/POPe QYJUcZlmgOSu/9oSBpRGNNOFaq59iJ9jMsNSOczor9VNEEkwke0Z6hMY6o8rP5tTN0apQhCoU0FWs0V79PZDhSahoFpjPCeqx+e7n4l9dLdVj3MxY nqaYxWSwKU460QPnraMgkJZpPDcFEMnMrImMsMdEmoKIJ4etT9D9puxXH8Buv3LhcxlGAYziBM3CgBg24hia0gMAdPMATPFvCerRerNdF64q1nDm CH7DePgGQY48e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wv9hYeLjUkjC5xW/0tqhKM+IZ2k=">AAAB7 XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkMbb0VvXisYD+gDWWz3bRrN9mwuxFK6H/w4kERr/4fb/4bN20FFX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0rb9Ya2srq1vbBa2i ts7u3v7pYPDthKpJLRFBBeyG2BFOYtpSzPNaTeRFEcBp51gcpX7nXsqFRPxrZ4m1I/wKGYhI1gbqc0HmePOBqWyXbmoV12viuyKbdcc18mJW/POPe QYJUcZlmgOSu/9oSBpRGNNOFaq59iJ9jMsNSOczor9VNEEkwke0Z6hMY6o8rP5tTN0apQhCoU0FWs0V79PZDhSahoFpjPCeqx+e7n4l9dLdVj3MxY nqaYxWSwKU460QPnraMgkJZpPDcFEMnMrImMsMdEmoKIJ4etT9D9puxXH8Buv3LhcxlGAYziBM3CgBg24hia0gMAdPMATPFvCerRerNdF64q1nDm CH7DePgGQY48e</latexit>
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l12 + 1
<latexit sha1_base64="CEMEGGXq+ju6MdbDohbvHNRvvVw=">AAAB73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFnXZJ4C3rxGME8IFnC7GSSDJl9 ODMrhCU/4cWDIl79HW/+jbNJBBUtaCiquunu8mPBlbbtDyu3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcPWipKJGVNGolIdnyimOAha2quBevEkpHAF6ztT64yv33PpOJReKunMfMCMgr5kFOijdQR/RQ7szPcL5bs8kWt4rgVZJdtu4odnBGn6p67CBslQwmWaPSL771BRJOAhZoKolQX27H2UiI1p4LNCr1EsZjQCRmx rqEhCZjy0vm9M3RilAEaRtJUqNFc/T6RkkCpaeCbzoDosfrtZeJfXjfRw5qX8jBONAvpYtEwEUhHKHseDbhkVIupIYRKbm5FdEwkodpEVDAhfH2K/ictp4wNv3FL9ctlHHk4gmM4BQxVqMM1NKAJFAQ8wBM8W3fWo/VivS5ac9Zy5hB+wHr7BGo3j44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CEMEGGXq+ju6MdbDohbvHNRvvVw=">AAAB73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFnXZJ4C3rxGME8IFnC7GSSDJl9 ODMrhCU/4cWDIl79HW/+jbNJBBUtaCiquunu8mPBlbbtDyu3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcPWipKJGVNGolIdnyimOAha2quBevEkpHAF6ztT64yv33PpOJReKunMfMCMgr5kFOijdQR/RQ7szPcL5bs8kWt4rgVZJdtu4odnBGn6p67CBslQwmWaPSL771BRJOAhZoKolQX27H2UiI1p4LNCr1EsZjQCRmx rqEhCZjy0vm9M3RilAEaRtJUqNFc/T6RkkCpaeCbzoDosfrtZeJfXjfRw5qX8jBONAvpYtEwEUhHKHseDbhkVIupIYRKbm5FdEwkodpEVDAhfH2K/ictp4wNv3FL9ctlHHk4gmM4BQxVqMM1NKAJFAQ8wBM8W3fWo/VivS5ac9Zy5hB+wHr7BGo3j44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CEMEGGXq+ju6MdbDohbvHNRvvVw=">AAAB73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFnXZJ4C3rxGME8IFnC7GSSDJl9 ODMrhCU/4cWDIl79HW/+jbNJBBUtaCiquunu8mPBlbbtDyu3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcPWipKJGVNGolIdnyimOAha2quBevEkpHAF6ztT64yv33PpOJReKunMfMCMgr5kFOijdQR/RQ7szPcL5bs8kWt4rgVZJdtu4odnBGn6p67CBslQwmWaPSL771BRJOAhZoKolQX27H2UiI1p4LNCr1EsZjQCRmx rqEhCZjy0vm9M3RilAEaRtJUqNFc/T6RkkCpaeCbzoDosfrtZeJfXjfRw5qX8jBONAvpYtEwEUhHKHseDbhkVIupIYRKbm5FdEwkodpEVDAhfH2K/ictp4wNv3FL9ctlHHk4gmM4BQxVqMM1NKAJFAQ8wBM8W3fWo/VivS5ac9Zy5hB+wHr7BGo3j44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CEMEGGXq+ju6MdbDohbvHNRvvVw=">AAAB73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFnXZJ4C3rxGME8IFnC7GSSDJl9 ODMrhCU/4cWDIl79HW/+jbNJBBUtaCiquunu8mPBlbbtDyu3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcPWipKJGVNGolIdnyimOAha2quBevEkpHAF6ztT64yv33PpOJReKunMfMCMgr5kFOijdQR/RQ7szPcL5bs8kWt4rgVZJdtu4odnBGn6p67CBslQwmWaPSL771BRJOAhZoKolQX27H2UiI1p4LNCr1EsZjQCRmx rqEhCZjy0vm9M3RilAEaRtJUqNFc/T6RkkCpaeCbzoDosfrtZeJfXjfRw5qX8jBONAvpYtEwEUhHKHseDbhkVIupIYRKbm5FdEwkodpEVDAhfH2K/ictp4wNv3FL9ctlHHk4gmM4BQxVqMM1NKAJFAQ8wBM8W3fWo/VivS5ac9Zy5hB+wHr7BGo3j44=</latexit>
l12   1
<latexit sha1_base64="srIjWmfVKLeOOrS+7Eb/CPe/GiA=">AAAB 73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbCzLkm8Bb14jGAekCxhdjJJhsw+nJkVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xtkkgooWNBRV3XR3+bHgStv2h5VbWV1b38hv Fra2d3b3ivsHLRUlkrImjUQkOz5RTPCQNTXXgnViyUjgC9b2J1eZ375nUvEovNXTmHkBGYV8yCnRRuqIfoqd2RnuF0t2+aJWcdwKssu2XcUOzohT dc9dhI2SoQRLNPrF994goknAQk0FUaqL7Vh7KZGaU8FmhV6iWEzohIxY19CQBEx56fzeGToxygANI2kq1Giufp9ISaDUNPBNZ0D0WP32MvEvr5vo Yc1LeRgnmoV0sWiYCKQjlD2PBlwyqsXUEEIlN7ciOiaSUG0iKpgQvj5F/5OWU8aG37il+uUyjjwcwTGcAoYq1OEaGtAECgIe4AmerTvr0XqxXhet OWs5cwg/YL19Am1Bj5A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="srIjWmfVKLeOOrS+7Eb/CPe/GiA=">AAAB 73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbCzLkm8Bb14jGAekCxhdjJJhsw+nJkVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xtkkgooWNBRV3XR3+bHgStv2h5VbWV1b38hv Fra2d3b3ivsHLRUlkrImjUQkOz5RTPCQNTXXgnViyUjgC9b2J1eZ375nUvEovNXTmHkBGYV8yCnRRuqIfoqd2RnuF0t2+aJWcdwKssu2XcUOzohT dc9dhI2SoQRLNPrF994goknAQk0FUaqL7Vh7KZGaU8FmhV6iWEzohIxY19CQBEx56fzeGToxygANI2kq1Giufp9ISaDUNPBNZ0D0WP32MvEvr5vo Yc1LeRgnmoV0sWiYCKQjlD2PBlwyqsXUEEIlN7ciOiaSUG0iKpgQvj5F/5OWU8aG37il+uUyjjwcwTGcAoYq1OEaGtAECgIe4AmerTvr0XqxXhet OWs5cwg/YL19Am1Bj5A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="srIjWmfVKLeOOrS+7Eb/CPe/GiA=">AAAB 73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbCzLkm8Bb14jGAekCxhdjJJhsw+nJkVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xtkkgooWNBRV3XR3+bHgStv2h5VbWV1b38hv Fra2d3b3ivsHLRUlkrImjUQkOz5RTPCQNTXXgnViyUjgC9b2J1eZ375nUvEovNXTmHkBGYV8yCnRRuqIfoqd2RnuF0t2+aJWcdwKssu2XcUOzohT dc9dhI2SoQRLNPrF994goknAQk0FUaqL7Vh7KZGaU8FmhV6iWEzohIxY19CQBEx56fzeGToxygANI2kq1Giufp9ISaDUNPBNZ0D0WP32MvEvr5vo Yc1LeRgnmoV0sWiYCKQjlD2PBlwyqsXUEEIlN7ciOiaSUG0iKpgQvj5F/5OWU8aG37il+uUyjjwcwTGcAoYq1OEaGtAECgIe4AmerTvr0XqxXhet OWs5cwg/YL19Am1Bj5A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="srIjWmfVKLeOOrS+7Eb/CPe/GiA=">AAAB 73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbCzLkm8Bb14jGAekCxhdjJJhsw+nJkVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xtkkgooWNBRV3XR3+bHgStv2h5VbWV1b38hv Fra2d3b3ivsHLRUlkrImjUQkOz5RTPCQNTXXgnViyUjgC9b2J1eZ375nUvEovNXTmHkBGYV8yCnRRuqIfoqd2RnuF0t2+aJWcdwKssu2XcUOzohT dc9dhI2SoQRLNPrF994goknAQk0FUaqL7Vh7KZGaU8FmhV6iWEzohIxY19CQBEx56fzeGToxygANI2kq1Giufp9ISaDUNPBNZ0D0WP32MvEvr5vo Yc1LeRgnmoV0sWiYCKQjlD2PBlwyqsXUEEIlN7ciOiaSUG0iKpgQvj5F/5OWU8aG37il+uUyjjwcwTGcAoYq1OEaGtAECgIe4AmerTvr0XqxXhet OWs5cwg/YL19Am1Bj5A=</latexit> l12   1




<latexit sha1_base64="2ZDDW1rJ64Q0Or8Ys2L8IBhHNx4 =">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeS c48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg1 1rot0bNBoYjLGGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk 6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03 R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AdWjjYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2ZDDW1rJ64Q0Or8Ys2L8IBhHNx4 =">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeS c48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg1 1rot0bNBoYjLGGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk 6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03 R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AdWjjYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2ZDDW1rJ64Q0Or8Ys2L8IBhHNx4 =">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeS c48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg1 1rot0bNBoYjLGGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk 6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03 R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AdWjjYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2ZDDW1rJ64Q0Or8Ys2L8IBhHNx4 =">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeS c48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg1 1rot0bNBoYjLGGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk 6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03 R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AdWjjYA=</latexit>
(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="i07G1vGq+Jycm/19n/j/Wx9BEWM=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11roteWeDQhGXMcaEEJQB qV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K7/1hxJKAh4ZJqnWP4Ni4KVVGMMln+X6ieUzZhI54z2JIA67ddD7qDJ1aZ4j8SNkXGjR3v3ekNNB6Gni2MqBmrH9nmflX1kuMX3NTEcaJ4SFbfOQnEpkIZXujoVCcGTm1QJkSdlbExlRRZux18vYIX5ui /6FdKRPLN+fFxuXyHDk4hhMoAYEqNOAamtACBiN4gCd4dqTz6Lw4r4vSFWfZcwQ/5Lx9AtcojYE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i07G1vGq+Jycm/19n/j/Wx9BEWM=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11roteWeDQhGXMcaEEJQB qV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K7/1hxJKAh4ZJqnWP4Ni4KVVGMMln+X6ieUzZhI54z2JIA67ddD7qDJ1aZ4j8SNkXGjR3v3ekNNB6Gni2MqBmrH9nmflX1kuMX3NTEcaJ4SFbfOQnEpkIZXujoVCcGTm1QJkSdlbExlRRZux18vYIX5ui /6FdKRPLN+fFxuXyHDk4hhMoAYEqNOAamtACBiN4gCd4dqTz6Lw4r4vSFWfZcwQ/5Lx9AtcojYE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i07G1vGq+Jycm/19n/j/Wx9BEWM=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11roteWeDQhGXMcaEEJQB qV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K7/1hxJKAh4ZJqnWP4Ni4KVVGMMln+X6ieUzZhI54z2JIA67ddD7qDJ1aZ4j8SNkXGjR3v3ekNNB6Gni2MqBmrH9nmflX1kuMX3NTEcaJ4SFbfOQnEpkIZXujoVCcGTm1QJkSdlbExlRRZux18vYIX5ui /6FdKRPLN+fFxuXyHDk4hhMoAYEqNOAamtACBiN4gCd4dqTz6Lw4r4vSFWfZcwQ/5Lx9AtcojYE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i07G1vGq+Jycm/19n/j/Wx9BEWM=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11roteWeDQhGXMcaEEJQB qV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K7/1hxJKAh4ZJqnWP4Ni4KVVGMMln+X6ieUzZhI54z2JIA67ddD7qDJ1aZ4j8SNkXGjR3v3ekNNB6Gni2MqBmrH9nmflX1kuMX3NTEcaJ4SFbfOQnEpkIZXujoVCcGTm1QJkSdlbExlRRZux18vYIX5ui /6FdKRPLN+fFxuXyHDk4hhMoAYEqNOAamtACBiN4gCd4dqTz6Lw4r4vSFWfZcwQ/5Lx9AtcojYE=</latexit>
(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="/NB68L8w9/ERSYdXpxrpsJa5qTI=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rotsbNBoYjLGGNCCMqA VC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03R /9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AditjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/NB68L8w9/ERSYdXpxrpsJa5qTI=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rotsbNBoYjLGGNCCMqA VC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03R /9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AditjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/NB68L8w9/ERSYdXpxrpsJa5qTI=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rotsbNBoYjLGGNCCMqA VC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03R /9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AditjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/NB68L8w9/ERSYdXpxrpsJa5qTI=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJ Edvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rotsbNBoYjLGGNCCMqA VC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6ooM/Y6eXuEr03R /9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+AditjYI=</latexit>
(d)
<latexit sha1_base64="vJzxT6Ihc4iswx10TWFwnQS 6o7M=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSyWTa0MyFJCOU0kdw40IRtz6RO9/GTFt BRX8IfPz/OeSc4yVSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpOFeMtFstYdT2quRQRbxlhJO8mitPQk7zjja+yvHPP lRZxdGcmCXdDOoxEIBg11rot+WeDQhGXMcaEEJQBqV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K730/ZmnII8Mk1bpHcGLcKVVGMM ln+X6qeULZmA55z2JEQ67d6XzUGTq1jo+CWNkXGTR3v3dMaaj1JPRsZUjNSP/OMvOvrJeaoOZORZSkhkds8VGQSmR ilO2NfKE4M3JigTIl7KyIjaiizNjr5O0RvjZF/0O7UiaWb86LjcvlOXJwDCdQAgJVaMA1NKEFDIbwAE/w7Ejn0XlxX helK86y5wh+yHn7BNoyjYM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vJzxT6Ihc4iswx10TWFwnQS 6o7M=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSyWTa0MyFJCOU0kdw40IRtz6RO9/GTFt BRX8IfPz/OeSc4yVSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpOFeMtFstYdT2quRQRbxlhJO8mitPQk7zjja+yvHPP lRZxdGcmCXdDOoxEIBg11rot+WeDQhGXMcaEEJQBqV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K730/ZmnII8Mk1bpHcGLcKVVGMM ln+X6qeULZmA55z2JEQ67d6XzUGTq1jo+CWNkXGTR3v3dMaaj1JPRsZUjNSP/OMvOvrJeaoOZORZSkhkds8VGQSmR ilO2NfKE4M3JigTIl7KyIjaiizNjr5O0RvjZF/0O7UiaWb86LjcvlOXJwDCdQAgJVaMA1NKEFDIbwAE/w7Ejn0XlxX helK86y5wh+yHn7BNoyjYM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vJzxT6Ihc4iswx10TWFwnQS 6o7M=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSyWTa0MyFJCOU0kdw40IRtz6RO9/GTFt BRX8IfPz/OeSc4yVSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpOFeMtFstYdT2quRQRbxlhJO8mitPQk7zjja+yvHPP lRZxdGcmCXdDOoxEIBg11rot+WeDQhGXMcaEEJQBqV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K730/ZmnII8Mk1bpHcGLcKVVGMM ln+X6qeULZmA55z2JEQ67d6XzUGTq1jo+CWNkXGTR3v3dMaaj1JPRsZUjNSP/OMvOvrJeaoOZORZSkhkds8VGQSmR ilO2NfKE4M3JigTIl7KyIjaiizNjr5O0RvjZF/0O7UiaWb86LjcvlOXJwDCdQAgJVaMA1NKEFDIbwAE/w7Ejn0XlxX helK86y5wh+yHn7BNoyjYM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vJzxT6Ihc4iswx10TWFwnQS 6o7M=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEuilJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSyWTa0MyFJCOU0kdw40IRtz6RO9/GTFt BRX8IfPz/OeSc4yVSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpOFeMtFstYdT2quRQRbxlhJO8mitPQk7zjja+yvHPP lRZxdGcmCXdDOoxEIBg11rot+WeDQhGXMcaEEJQBqV5gC/V6rUJqiGSRVRGWag4K730/ZmnII8Mk1bpHcGLcKVVGMM ln+X6qeULZmA55z2JEQ67d6XzUGTq1jo+CWNkXGTR3v3dMaaj1JPRsZUjNSP/OMvOvrJeaoOZORZSkhkds8VGQSmR ilO2NfKE4M3JigTIl7KyIjaiizNjr5O0RvjZF/0O7UiaWb86LjcvlOXJwDCdQAgJVaMA1NKEFDIbwAE/w7Ejn0XlxX helK86y5wh+yHn7BNoyjYM=</latexit>
(e)
<latexit sha1_base64="CBMluObfv1dNWENmlD3RTy/g5Yk=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEui lJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rot8bNBoYjL GGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6 ooM/Y6eXuEr03R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+Adu3jYQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CBMluObfv1dNWENmlD3RTy/g5Yk=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEui lJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rot8bNBoYjL GGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6 ooM/Y6eXuEr03R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+Adu3jYQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CBMluObfv1dNWENmlD3RTy/g5Yk=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEui lJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rot8bNBoYjL GGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6 ooM/Y6eXuEr03R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+Adu3jYQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CBMluObfv1dNWENmlD3RTy/g5Yk=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJliEui lJEdvuim5cVrQXaIeSSTNtaOZCkhHK0Edw40IRtz6RO9/GTFtBRX8IfPz/OeSc48VSaIPxh7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4O2zpKFOMtFslIdT2quRQhbxlhJO/GitPAk7zjTa6yvHPPlRZReGemMXcDOgqFLxg11rot8bNBoYjL GGNCCMqAVC+whXq9ViE1RLLIqghLNQeF9/4wYknAQ8Mk1bpHcGzclCojmOSzfD/RPKZsQke8ZzGkAdduOh91hk6tM0R+pOwLDZq73ztSGmg9DTxbGVAz1r+zzPwr6yXGr7mpCOPE8JAtPvITiUyEsr3RUCjOjJxaoEwJOytiY6 ooM/Y6eXuEr03R/9CulInlm/Ni43J5jhwcwwmUgEAVGnANTWgBgxE8wBM8O9J5dF6c10XpirPsOYIfct4+Adu3jYQ=</latexit>Figure 11: All the propag tors structures used fo computing the four-point functions using
integrability. The graph (a) has the tree-level propagator structure and all the others are
neighboring graphs. To find all the graphs from the diagrams above one has to connect the
four operators in all inequivalent ways keeping both planarity and the propagator structure
showed. For example, four graphs of case (a) give a nontrivial contribution for l12 6= 0 at two-
loop (at three-loop or l12 = 3 the number of graphs is six and for l12 = 0 there are additional
graphs by permuting the operators O1 and O4). The four graphs are obtained by moving
the propagators connecting the operators O1 and O3, they are: the graph showed, the graph
when there is one propagator inside the middle square, the graph when all the propagators
are inside the middle square and the graph when only one propagator is outside the square.
Similarly, the cases (b), (c), (d) and (e) give rise to several graphs. The contribution of each
graph is computed by using the reduced to four-points two-loop two-particle contribution of
this paper.
line can differ from the tree-level graphs by at most one propagator. The relevant graphs,
more precisely the propagator structures, are shown in figure 11. As two examples, let us
explicitly compute the graphs (a) and (c) of the figure 11 for l12 = 1. Dividing each graph by
the unique tree-level propagator structure, we have the following contributions to the final










































Continuing in this way and summing all the integrability contributions one gets agrement
with the perturbative results given in (50).
Note that the calculation at three-loop for l12 = 3 was possible because there is only two
graphs which have two-particle corrections for this case. They are inside case (e) of figure
11. Precisely one needs M(3)2;{2,0} and M(3)2;{0,2}. These two-particle contributions have the
structure given in (28) and due to the R-charge we only need to know for the computations
of the four-point correlator the functions K5{2,0} and K
3
{0,2} which were determined in (33)
9.
Similarly, it is possible to compute the case l12 = l up to l loops only using (33) and the
expressions for multi-particle contributions in the same edge of [22]. We are not going to
write the explicitly result here, because we do not know a closed expression for any l and
the computation is straightforward. For l greater than five, the result is new.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have computed the simplest five point function in N = 4 SYM at two-
loops using integrability. The result is expressed in terms of ladders and pentaladder integrals
which were computed for the first time in this paper. To obtain this result we have computed
all the two-loop two particle integrability contributions and derived some l loop results along
the way. The knowledge of the two particle contribution enables us also to compute a set
of four point functions by reducing the results from five to four points. The reduction is
straightforward since no diverge appears.
As mentioned in the introduction, one of the goals of our two-loop computation is also to
take the first steps towards a bootstrap approach to the decagon. One important question
is what is the all loop basis of Feynman integrals. There are obvious generalizations of both
the ladder and pentaladder with five points and the differential equations derived in the
Appendix B can be used to study these integrals but it is not clear if this is enough to cover
the space of functions of this special five point function. It would be interesting to check this
at higher loops. Recall that starting at three loops new kinds of contributions appear. One
new contribution is the three-particle contribution with two particles in the same edge and
the third one in an adjacent edge, see table 1 for more cases. This kind of contribution has
never been analyzed and it would be interesting to obtain the integrand for this case and
check which integrals it generates. In this work, we have computed the decagon with all the
five points on a given space-time and R-charge plane. In this restricted kinematics one of
9The function K3{0,a} can be obtained from K
5
{a,0} because of the parity invariance of (16).
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the cross-ratios is expressed as a function of the others. It is possible to lift this restriction
and explore the full kinematical space. The only modification needed in the integrability
calculation is to include in the weight factor generators that move points outside the plane.
In principle there is no new integral appearing and one could reproduce the out of plane
double box result of [47]. One motivation for studying out of plane configurations is that
the differential equations obeyed by the integrals simplifies and it is possible to study them
at the level of the integrability integrand.
The multi-particle integrability contributions are very constrained objects. For example,
the knowledge of just one R-charge structure of the two-particle length zero enables one to
fix this contribution entirely by using the flip invariance. We believe that exploring and
solving all the symmetries will be important for higher loop integrability computations.
There are more constraints that one can try to explore. It is known that any n-point
function of half-BPS operators does not receive any quantum corrections if one applies the
Drukker-Plefka twist [5,50]. This constraint is trivially implemented in the hexagonalization
approach because when imposing the twist the functions f(z) of (28) and all the prefactors
of the functions h(2)(z1, z2) given in (36) vanishes identically. This property can be traced
back to the form of the weight factor. However, there is an additional twist that seems to be
realized non trivially, the chiral algebra twist of [48]. It would be interesting to check what
kind of constraints this puts on the different multi-mirror particle contributions.
In this work, we have computed the mirror particle contributions by fitting series ex-
pansions on the cross-ratios by a basis of integrals. It will be great to develop a deeper
understanding of the integrability integrand. An interesting analysis of the one loop inte-
grand has been put forward in [41, 42]. The one loop result has been known for a while
however the approach taken in that papers might shed some light on the space of functions
that the integrand integrates to. It is possible that the integrand can be great simplified
and some of its summation done explicitly. In this case, maybe it would be possible to
evaluate it numerically. The quantum spectral curve and the SoV basis has been applied to
the computation of correlations functions recently [51–57]. It is likely that these techniques
could help in the simplification of the integrand.
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A Finite coupling expressions and the one-particle con-
tribution
The goal of this section is to collect the finite coupling expressions involved in the integrability
integrand (18). They can be easily expanded to compute the integrand up to any desired
loop order. The mirror bound-state S-matrix will not be given here and it can be derived
by following the procedures described in [36]. Most of the expressions are given in terms of







and one selects the solution with good weak coupling behavior. The energy and momenta

















where we used the short hand notation




























g2(x[a]x[−a] − 1)2((x[a])2 − 1)((x[−a])2 − 1) , (59)
and the dynamical part of the hexagon form factor for the case of fundamental particles can




















h(u[2k], v[2l]) . (61)
The dressing phase in the mirror-mirror kinematics was derived in [59] and is given by
σab(u
γ, vγ) = Φ(x+, y+) + Φ(x+, y−) + Φ(x−, y+) + Φ(x−, y−)
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where each sum runs from ±−|±|
2
to ∞.
We also provide the weak coupling expansion of the integral of the one particle contri-











(m(i)(z) +m(i)(z−1)) , (65)
where l is the bridge length.
B Feynman integrals
The integrability integrand associated with more than one particle on different mirror edges is
a complicated object that depends in an intricate way on the bound state number, rapidities
and cross ratios. Its contribution enters to the correlation function after summing and
integrating over the bound states indices and rapidities respectively. However, the best one
can do for now is to truncate the sum over the bound states indices up to some number
and then do the integration over the rapidities. This is the same as computing the power
series expansion in terms of cross ratios up to some order. To have a better control over
the full function of cross ratios we have matched the power series expansion against a set of
Feynman integrals for which we have explicit expressions in terms of Goncharov functions.
We have focused, in this paper, on the two loop contribution to the two particle integrand
in a special plane kinematics which depends on two complex cross ratios. It is then natural
to consider a set of two loop conformal integrals in position space depending on five external
































































Figure 12: Both position and momentum space representation of the ladder integral with 5
points are represented on the left. On the right there is the analogue for the pentaladder
integral. The dashed line represents a numerator.







































ww¯ − w¯z − wz¯ + zz¯ + h
zz¯
.
The first integral can be thought as a simple generalization of the ladder integral with four
points (in fact one can get back to it by taking x5 equal to x2 or x4). To our knowledge
these two integrals have never been computed in the literature10 and so in the rest of this
section we will sketch the main steps involved in their computation.
Fortunately each of these two integrals in a plane can be computed in parametric space













where both U and F are polynomials of degree 2 and 3, respectively, in the Schwinger
parameters αi see [60] for more details
11. The integration in parametric space is possible
for these integrals following an algorithm introduced in [61] and implemented in Maple
in [60]12. We will now present a different approach to these integrals which can be also
applied to their higher loop generalizations, see figure 12. Notice that both integrals satisfy




10Let us remark that these integrals have been computed in other kinematical regimes where the number
of cross ratios is less than four.
11 The Schwinger parametrization of the integral P1,34,25 can be obtained similarly.
12We have also checked the results using the method of asymptotic expansions [62–65].
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We are interested in the kinematics where all points are on the plane but this differential
equation is derived assuming the points are at generic positions. Inserting the expansion of
the integral L around the perpendicular distance h out of the plane
L(z, z¯, w, w¯, h) =
∞∑
n=0
L(n)(z, z¯, w, w¯)hn , (71)
in the differential equation we see that the leading order in this expansion involves both L(0)
and L(1).
Acting with the Laplacian ∇25 on the integral L gives another differential equation for

































It is possible to find a combination of each differential equations[
zz¯(ww¯)2(z − z¯)2(1− z)(1− z¯)
4
∇22 −






























such that the leading order in the expansion out of the plane only involves L(0)[





















(w − z)(w¯ − z¯) −




























The same strategy can be applied both to the pentaladder P1,34,25 and to higher loop gener-
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